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In the past two a nd a half yea rs
we frequently used this note to
thank people fo r extra special
service to TH E FORUM. Sometime
we tipped ou r hat to contrib uto r-,
or correspond en ts, or subscribers,
or editori a l assistant , or ad vertisers, or salesmen .
But except for the regula r publication of a n officia l masthead
across the way, we never o mu ch
as once mentioned U rban America's officers a nd trustees. No t that
they need the publicity, goodne s
knows, because hardly a week
f!:Oes by th at doesn't see one or
a nother of them in the nationru
news, either in connect ion with
their individua l job , or the work
they so generously co ntribu te on
behalf of Urban Ameri ca. What
cannot be recorded elsewh ere, but
hould be gratefull y acknowl edged
here, is t heir t hough t ful restra in t
in dealings wi th TH E FoRUM.
This restra in t b eco mes t rnly remarkable considering what a rt iculate gent!G?men they are, a nd how
ofte n FoRu M's fr anchise in fr eewheeling cri t icism run coun ter lo
the public position and even, at
limes, to th e per a nal in terest of
ome of our trustees. N o good
purpose ca n be served by cit ing
chapter a nd verse in l h is conn ection , bu t it is tru e that uch a
co nfrontat ion occ ur in v ir tuall y
every is ue we publish . Yet, there
ha never been a ny atle mpt lo
re tri ct ou r edi toria l sta nce.
Of co urse, freedom fr om censo rship i not free d om from censure, as t hi letter from Trnslee
Julian Whittlesey ma k s clear:
"D ear Larry: Ca n you p u \, me in
to uch wi th the reader wh o is complaining lhal page;; 27, 28, 29 a nd
30 a re missing fr om h is copy of
the October issue? I have an extra
set. I could help him out. H e
could help me ou t . I a m missing
pages 87, 88, 89 a nd 90.
"Yes, I do read FORUM-every
page you send me, even twice if
you se nd extra ones. Bu t I can't
read pages you don 't end me."
If the reader Mr. Whittlesey referred t o will wri te, he'll get the
same repair service we ru bed to
our trus tee--L.W.l\I.
1

.....

PRECAST MAKES THE DIFFERENCE.
ATLAS WHITE MAKES THAT DIFFERENCE WHITE.
H. D. Lee Building, Mission Woods, Kansas. This is precost at its best. The slim, graceful columns tap e r from
16-inch square bases to l 0-inch square tops, where they meet precast capital arches that flare out to
8-foot squares. The design is mode even more striking by the use of Atlas White Cement. Universal Atlas
cements ore known for their uniform brilliance, whiteness, and physical characteristics that assure quality
throughout every phase of construction. And Atlas offers more types of white cement than any other producer.
Precast Manufacturer: Wilson Concrete Co., Omaha, Nebraska. Architect: Linscott, Haylett & Assoc., Kansas
City, Missouri. General Contractor: Bob Eldridge Construction Co., Inc., Kansas City, Kansas. For more
information, write Universal Atlas Cement Div. of U. S. Steel, Room 5112, Chatham Center, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15230. Atlas is a registered trademark.

Atlas
WHITE CEMENTS

TERRAZZO LASTS A LIFETIME.
ATLAS MAKES THAT LIFETIME BEAUTIFUL.
McNutt Quadrangle, Indiana University, Blaamingtan, Indiana. The lively, calarful beauty of this
4-story free-standing terrazzo stairway could very well outlast the building itself. Noth ing matches
terrazzo for lifetime durability. And nothing matches Atlas White Cement for bringing out the true,
uniform color of p igments and aggregates in terrazzo. In this installation, the stone is ha lf black,
half white, and the matrix is 100% pure Atlas White Cement. Terrazzo Contractor: Mi dwestern
Terrazzo Co., Indianapolis, Indiana. Architect: James and Associates, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.
Supervising Architect: Eggers and Higgins, New York, N. Y. General Cantractar: Hagerman
Construction Ca., Fort Wayne, Indiana. For full details, write Universal Atlas Cement Di v. of U. S.
Steel, Room 5112, Chatham Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. Atlas is a registered trade mark.

Atlas
WHITE CEMENTS

Mo-Sai
projects an image
of strength
and solidarity
for savings and loan
offices
Deeply textured Mo-Sai facing units 9
feet wide by 25 feet tall were used as
forms for the poured-in -place concrete
structural columns. The few required
joints were well concealed, giving the
columns a monolithic appearance both
inside and out. Random quartz aggre gates from dark brown to almost white
impart a warm , friendly color . Mo-Sai
in contrast with exotic wood paneling
was used to create the dramatic teller
windows and was also used throughout
the unusually beautiful offices . The
rough textures and colors of the Mo-Sai
were chosen by the architects as an
expression of the rugged beauty of the
Northwest.
First Federal Savings & Loan. Bremerton. Washington

Architects: Branch , Bra nch & Ga rrison
General Contractor: Hainsworth Construction Co.

Mo·Sai Institute, Inc.

110 Social Hall Ave ., Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

BADGER CONCRETE COMPANY
Oshkosh. Wisconsin

GOOOSTONE MANUFACTURING CO .. INC.
Rochester . N.Y.

OOLITE INDUSTRIES, INC.
OJUS Br. M1am1. Florida

BEER PRECAST CONCRETE LTD.
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada

GRASSI AMERICAN CORP.
South San Francisco, Cahforn1a

PLASTICRETE CORPORATION
Hamden, Connecticut

BUEHNER & COMPANY, INC.

Mesa. Ari zona

HAMILTON CONCRETE PRODUCTS CO.
Chattanooga, Tennessee

SOUTHERN CAST STONE CO., INC.
Knoxville, Tenn .

CAMBRIDGE CEMENT STONE CO.
Allston. Mass.

HARTER CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.
Oklahoma City, Okla homa

READY·TO·POUR CONCRETE CO .
Boise, Idaho

ECONOMY CAST STONE COMPANY

INTERPACE, PRECAST CONCRETE PROO.

TEXAS INDUSTRIES. INC.
Dallas. Texas

Richmond, Virgm1a

Pomona. Cahfornia

FORMIGLI SALES COMPAN Y
Philadelphia, Pa.

JACKSON STONE COMPAN Y, INC.
Jackson, M1ss1ss1pp1

THE GEO. RACKLE & SONS CO.
Cleveland, OhlO

OLYMPIAN STONE COMPANY, INC.
Seattle, Wash .

WILSON CONCRETE COMPAN Y
Red Oak. Iowa
South Omaha. Neb.

PRECAST, PRESTRESSED CON CR ETE
WITH EXPOSED AGGREGAT E

How praetieal is carpeting for
all the needs ofa Convention Center?

·•...it would be difficult to justify
using other than wool.""
PURE WOOL PILE

When you approach the contemporary Anaheim Convention Center in
Anaheim , Cal ifornia , you'd hardly
guess that it's made to house everything from major conventions and
trade shows to concerts, rodeos and
sports events. Its striking des ign
seems much too compact for such
ambitious undertakings.
But when you enter, you discover
this is a major deception .
Inside, the Convention Center is
an enormous complex. Situated on a
40-acre site opposite the entrance to
Disneyland, its three major wings encompass 37 4,845 square feet of hardworking space.
Tom Liegler, Genera l Manager of
Anaheim Convention Center explains
that the Center has been designed so
it can be used by one large convention; or two re latively large groups;
or- without confusion-by a numbe r
of smaller groups.
The Convention Center's three
principal areas are the Arena , Exhibit Hall and Meeting Room Wing .
The latter includes the Main Ballroom . The centrally located Grand
Lobby with its cont iguous Cocktail
Lounge is the Center's focal point.
There is also a lanai style interior
patio, a press bureau and administration offices.
A feeling of elegance
The Center's handsome interior
makes generous use of such materials
as wood paneling and wool carpeting.
Combined with a subtle coordination

of color, ceiling heights and room
arrangements, the total effect is one
of elegance-and practicality.
Chosen to design this multi-purpose facility was the architectural
firm of Adrian Wilson Associates . W.
Craig Bullock, Project Architect, says,
"In every aspect of the design we
were guided by practical consi derations . This dictum applied equa lly to
our selection of carpeting-from our
choice of colors to our recommendation of wool."
C. H. Masland & Sons' wool carpeting is used in the Arena Concourse
and Stairways, the Grand Lobby and
Cocktail Lounge, the Meeting Rooms
and in all offices.
Four fibers analyzed
" If experience were the main influence in the selection of fiber, it would
be difficult to justify using other t han
wool ," states Mr. Bullock. "We've
used wool carpets in heavy commercial areas for years without loss of
confidence. But in order to stay current in our thinking, we conducted a
thorough analysis of four major carpet fi bers: wool, nylon , acrylic and
polypropylene.
"We found in testing resilience,
that none equals wool. And wool
proved the most resistant fibe r to
soil. Traffic just doesn't grind dirt
into wool, while synthetics become
impregnated with it. Wool colors, too ,
are unlimited in selection. They're
clear, colorfast and have a high resistance to fading.

*The wool mark is the registered certification mark of The Wool Bureau, Inc.

" There's one other point : the environmental amenity wool adds. Wool
carpeting gives a greater feeling of
warmth, comfort and luxury than any
other flooring material."

Form and function
For practical purposes, each area to
be carpeted was considered in t erms
of its specific use. La Rue A. Lang,
Designer and Color Consultant at
Adrian Wi Ison Associates reports that
selection of ca rpetin g for the Arena
Concourse, Stairways and Grand Lobby was influenced by the elliptica l
form of the Arena Concourse. He
chose a small, non-directional pattern
which lent itself beautifully to the
configuration, minimizing waste and
the necessity of piecing.
As a bold color statement to contrast with the many shades of light
olive and off-white in the Arena, Grand
Lobby and Cockta il Lounge, Mr. Lang
chose an orange-olive combination.

The astonishing 1·a11ge of wool.
Studies indicated that the Grand
Lobby wou ld be t he most heavily
trafficked area and would receive
wear as rugged as any existing installation today .
Reports Craig Bullock, "We felt
that the stability and sturdiness of
heavy loop pile 2-frame Wilton would
be the only satisfactory way to achieve
the densi ty of fabric required. In addition, the Wilton with its jacquard
attachment, provided complete flexi bility in pattern and color."
Adrian Wilson Associates had their
own specific designs of carpeting in
mind. Working closely with the contract department of C. H. Masland &
Sons, they obtained precisely the
variations of colo r and pattern they
desired .
For the Grand Lobby area, the following specifications were used:
2-frame Wilton
3-ply pure wool pile
256 pitch
9. 5 wire
.370 wire height
75 oz. per sq. yd . face weight
105 oz. per sq. yd. total weight
Because the Grand Lobby flows
into the Arena Concourse and Stairways, the same pattern and color
were maintained in these areas. However, since studies showed that wear
here would be more widely distributed, a lighter face weight and lower
pile height were specified.
Traffic flow to the Main Ballroom

and Meeting Rooms does not go directly from the Arena Concourse and
Grand Lobby. So, for this part of
the Convention Center, Mr. Lang selected gold wool carpeting. This
covers all lobbies and corridors, maintaining color continuity in all public
circulation areas of the Meeting Room
Wing.
Avoiding regimentation
"In the meeting rooms themselves,
we used blue, olive or gold carpeting," says Mr. Lang. "By varying them,
we were able to avoid a feeling of
regimentation and to give a different
color accent to the decor of the individual meeting rooms."
Since the meeting rooms and offices receive an entirely different type
of wear, the architects, working with
C. H. Masland & Sons, decided on a
more economical velvet weave. To
reduce crushing, el iminate shading
and get optimum durability, a cut
and loop pile in a moresque pattern
was chosen.
Carpeting for the meeting rooms
and offices called for:
2-beam velvet weave
3-ply cabled to 6-ply pure wool pile
216 pitch
8 wire
.250 wire height
44 oz. per sq. yd. face weight
76 oz. per sq . yd. total weight
The key : practicality
But Adrian Wilson Associates had
other practical reasons for specifying

wool. "The acoustical value was a
major consideration. So, too, was the
maintenance factor," Craig Bullock
says. "It has been proven to our satisfaction that in public areas, wool carpeting is the easiest to maintain. And
another point: wool carpeting is
permanently moth proof, highly flameresistant. It's not readily damaged by
burning cigarettes. All these things
are tremendously important in a
building like the Anaheim Convention Center because of its constant
exposure to the public."
While there were many reasons for
the selection of wool, the main consideration was practicality. "The fact
that the 12,550 square yards of wool
carpeting we used weave together
the many different facets of the Anaheim Convention Center and add a
nice note of elegance, are plus benefi ts we wou ld not have gained with
any other flooring material," Mr .
Bullock concludes.
Al I the advantages that made wool
the carpeting for the Anaheim Convention Center also make it the choice
of cont ract designers and specifiers
in every field . Today it is the standard
for such diverse installations as
schools, banks, hospitals and civic
buildings.
If you would like information, technical aid or assistance, contact Wool
Carpets of America, 360 Lexington
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017. We
will be pleased to help.

PURE WOOL PILE

The wool mark is your assurance of carpeting of pure wool pile, quality tested for
quantity of pile yarn used, backing construction and permanent mothproofing.
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Vermont Marble
the architect's choice
for contemporary design
Bank ... house ... locker room - very different decorating problems,
but in each case Vermont marb le contributes to a beautiful so lution. In
the bank, the rich green of Verde Antique accents the pristine purity of
Taconic White marble tile; the residence foyer gains a touch of elegance with Danby Cloud White, w hile Vermarco Florence adds richness
to a utilitarian locker room.
To learn how the many moods of Vermont marb le can en h ance your interiors, call your nearest Vermont Marble Company represen tative - or
write Dept. 11 and we'll see that he calls you.

l.l::l
L!J VERMONT

Above, left: Republic National Bank, New York City
Interior Design: Ernest Bonnamy I Kahn and Jacobs, Architects

MARBL~oc~a?~~~~~
Below: Woodstock (Vt.) Golf and Tennis Club
Architects: Charles Hood Helmer & Associates

-LETTERS

group rnuncls like small town
gossip.
I would also rather put my apprornl on the judgment of the
paid Architect urn! Consultant, Mr.
Stewart, than on your editorial
Wrilers or a Commit.lee selected
by the 1\IA.
It is about time that yon looked
into design criteria based on buildings, not people.
Boston

GEORGE 0. LLOYD
Architect

Unlike the so-called "Architect of
lhc Crtpitol," se1'cra/ of our editors have graduated from archi/cc/nral schools anrl!or happen to
/Je rcui.strrcd architects; and their
q11alifications to judge the James
.1! adiso11 .1T emo,-ial TJ11ilrli11g are
superior lo those of .lfr. 8tc1cnrt
---ED.

AGRICULTURAL FORUM

Fornm: Yom stor,- on the Trinit>·
College Librnr~· in Dublin (Oct.
issue) comments: "three ccnturic,;·
building;s regard one another
ac:ross the podium wilh rompletc
equanimity." This appears to
ju ..;tify the myopic plaremf'nt of
the new-hnt tali st ('OLCrctc hunk
hel.\1·e0n the 18th-ccntmy library
and a Hllh centurc' museum.
If '·equanimity" is your word.
might not a bulldozer in a cow
pasture rcg;ard the rowc1 with
cqnan imi(~-, with cq11:1 lly unrnITTed
regmd." returned by the cows?
Esthctirnlly. I find bulldozer,;
stinrnlating, especiall~· if painted
orange, bnt not m a pm,tornl
habitat.
Al.I.EN G. SIPLE
Beverly Hills, r:alif.

Architect

SELF-SERVING SILENCE
SECOND CHILDHOOD?

Forum: I object to the kind of
hip talk whirh seems to he the
tone of most of your writing; cute
heads, clcvc1· captions, and the
panning of almost everything in a
kin<! of giant architectural putdown. But I tend to think of all
this as the premeditated iconof"lacn1 of youth, and that rnmeday
soon, Fornm will grow out of it.
Peoria, Ill.

JOI!!\ Il. HACKLEH
Architect

Porum celebrales its 76th anmccr'x<rry next monlh~r:.n.

I

Forum: It was with great pleasun•
that I re,·iewed the design of the
James l\fadison Memorial Building in Wasl1ington, D.C.
It was with great displeasure
that I re,·iewed your review of
the same (Oct. issue, page 30).
Your chikfoh approach to buildings not designed by your m

10

Fornm: Your magazine appears to
he JlOintccl tow:ud the total
sm:io-physical em·ironmcnt. If this
is trne, I bclicYc Forum is pursuing an exerc:ise in futility. Except
in an off-handed manner, I do not
believe the majority of architeets
give a jot or tittle about the total
c'm·irnnnwnt rnvc a.s it affect,; tllC'ir
pocketboob through commissions.
I realize this is a pretty harsh
indictment of the profession and
I am disturbed to make it. N onctheless, I have sound reasons for
my belief. In the Portland metropolitan arc;c there are 200-plus
registered architects. Y ct only a
ltarnlful arc really actirn in trying;
to improve our urban en,·ironmcnt. Oh yes, the "Anti-Ugliness
Club" to which Grady Clay once
referred is active, attacking su('h
conspicuous bad guys as the State
Highway Department, General
Sen·ices Administration and engineering firms which ha1·c the ef-

frontery to use their own staff to
design building:'. But the architects
remain a cozy, clubby group when
a brother design,; what only can
be deseribed as an esthetic abmt ion. A case in point here is our
puhli(' anditorinm whi('h is now hemg remodeled. E\·ery archited
with whom I have talked rn~·s
that not only is the design awful,
but that the whole project is a
monument to architectural incompetence. Yet not one ar('hiteet has
publiel 0• criticized the project. I
('<tuld ('it e other examples, but I'm
sm e you get. the point.
I am familiar with all the rationales for mmt of the cases of critical
silence. I bcliern they are pretty
pallid CX('U:;es. l\Iy main objection
is that in ano' gin1n community
lite architects constitute about 70
per ('Cnt of the indiYiduals professionally qualified to comment ob.iccti\·cly and competently on
structural design. The a\·erage
citizen ('ertainly isn't, and when I
bring my rather limited knowledge
to bear I le~we myself open to the
charge that I am not trained and
am lwncc ignorant. This JcaYcs
landscape an·hitects and city planners :t'-' potr,ntial critics. But both
('an be as easily skewerecl with the
clrnrgc of "self intcrc:;t" as the
architect who uses this \·cry argument as an c'xcuse for silence.
Om cilies are going to hell faster
than we •·an dcYise proposals for
rn1·ing and restoring them. And
in an indirf'C't manner I belieYc
architects arc abetting: the process
by rcfw•ing to become aet.iYcly inniln'd in debate in the publie
fornm. To be sure, :-uch participation can be rough. One arehitect
hcff has in1 ohed himself in the
battle for a better em·ironment
and has paid for his acti,·ism in
lck't c·0111missions. Ent at least he
can look the public in the eye and
sa>', "I cared." l\Io:0t architect"
('an't.
Thi" professional inertia coupler!
with su1wr-caut ion is, I'm sure,
<lepri1·ing the nation of a wr:alth
of c:reatin.; iclea,; for impro,·ing our
urban c'm·irnmncnt. It is a pity,
both for architects ancl the nation,
that thC'.\" do not cl10o:'e to utiliz<;
e\·cn a port ion of training; in the
public inl erest.
IY!ten the profo,;sion ha.; matmcd
sufficiently
lo
di,.;passionatcly
e1·aluate its own work publicl 0",
then perhaps om citie,; will begin
to benefit from the architect's
knowledge and c-reati,·ity. The only
que,;tion remaining; is will it be loo
late when it eomes?
JOHN PAINTER JR.
Portland, Ore.

Urban Affairs Writer
Th(' Oregonian

WANTED: NEW DEAL DATA

Fonun: For a research project designed to ascertain the cul~ural
and economic effectiveness of ;\" ew
Deal patronage of the virnal arts
betwecn 1933 and 1943. I \\·ould
like to contact artists and administrators who worked in .:'\cw York
City, and s1 ate, on any of the
go,·ermncnt art prnj ects. These
projects were: The Public \Yorks
of Art Proj<:ct (P.\Y.A.P., 193334), the Trearnry Sec lion ( Hl3443), The Treasury Relief Art Project (T.R.A.P., 1935-39), and the
W.P.A. Federal Art Project (193,343). I am especiall,- intere'3tcd in
COtTe:'ponding with those \\·ho kept
detailed recmds, diaries or letters
which would provide c;pecific data
concerning the da,- to da,- operation of the project", and in any
and all material and n•collcctions
which \rnui<I throw light on the
relationship between gOYC'rnment
and artist during thr: '30s.
1111 .l!assachu1l'tf>

1Va,hington, D.C. 21)()()5

li:e111fl',

.\'.ff".

H.n ,m Jn:l

UNDERGROUND CREDIT

In our Octo/Jer 1.ssuc, paue 57, ice
incorrectly credited the design of
the unrlcruumnrl w1d·i11r1 facilitie.<
al Ilopkins Plaza i11 JJo/timorc to
the firm nf Roum-.<. Ta/iafei"rn.
Kostrit-'k!J. Lam/J. T/10/ 11/fire 1m.<
responsible for the p/arn itself.
while tl1e Down [:nder Parl:inr;
Gamuc was rlesiqncrl by tl1c JI.
K. Fcrmmm Co. of C/cn/anrl,
Ohio. 01a opologic.<-ED.
FITCH

RESPONDS TO MILLON

Forum: In his rc\·icw of my book
LOct. iscmcl, Profo:'SOI" :\Iillon
takes issue with my "methodology"; but the objections he
mises adually go deeper, to the
1111clerlying philosophy of which
that methodology is only the mstntment.
To begin with, I take it as
olffious that the hi,toric prnce'"
is en1lutionar~-: that, in term,; of
both men am! mo\·emcnts. it i.'
the re.,1tJt of \"arious kinds of
,;tinrnli (economic, ecological, intellcdual) eliciting; respon,-es from
!toth the indi\·idual and his milieu.
If thi., be true-as I think it rno"t
dc111011straiJ/y is-lhcn the lti>toric
prncc:i:i f"an be described a-. spiral
or (if that seem:' too oplimistic·l
at least a.-< eyclieal. In eitlwr case.
the procc.'s ibelf is continuous and
ne\·er-ending. The hi,torian can
interrnpt it, di,;,;ohe it into it:0
component parts, only for anal\"lical or descri11tivc i1urposcs.
The operation of this evolution( conlinurr/ on pnur 11;)

NOW

~VAILABLE
.

~

1968
EDITION

SPECIFICATIONS AND LOAD TABLES FOR
HIGH STRENGTH OPEN WEB STEEL JOISTS

r·--------------------·

Here, in one convenient source, is everything you need to specify joists to carry

~

uniform loads on spans up to 96 feet. This

C.--W•·11w1·-·;·

practical working handbook covers the fol-

~

lowing joists: J-SERIES, joists made from
36 ,000 PSI minimum yield strength steel;
H-SERIES, high-strength joists made from

STEEL JOIST INSTITUTE
Suite 715-F 1346 Connecticut Ave ., N . W.,
Washington, D. C. 20036

Please send me a free copy of the 1968 Edition
of Specifications and Load Tables

50 ,000 PSI minimum yield strength steel;

LJ -SERIES, longspan joists compatible
with the J-SERIES; and LH -SERIES, longspan joists comp atible with the H-SERIES.

MAIL COUPON TODAY for your ~
free copy of this valuable book.
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Porcelain ... age-old finish
Vitralume®... modern use
Chinese Porcelain Vase
M i ng Dynasty, circa 1500 A. O.
Courtesy Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh

The beauty and durability of Porcelain is unquestioned. Pottery and other vitreous enameled
objects have survived for centuries with out losing their brilliance or surface protection.
Robertson Vitralume brings the same timeless qualities of resistance to weather and corrosion
to modern design and construction.
The Robertson Vitralume system of metal protection fuses glass (an inorganic vitreous
surface) to aluminum or alum inum-clad steel. The strong, roll-formed panels, up to 30' in
length, can be used insulated or uninsulated for new buildings or for modernization projects.
Vitralume colors embrace the spectrum-brilliant or low-key. They are non-staining,
non-fading and weather durable with excellent resistance to abrasion. The surface is
" stucco embossed" and has a gloss rating of 30 or less.
Whatever your requirements, Robertson Vitralume can give you the time-tested advantages of durable porcelain enamel plus its inherent beauty of finish and color. Color charts
and catalogs are available on request.

CONNECTICUT LIGHT & POWER CO., South Norwalk Harbor, Conn.; Kahn & Jacobs ,
Consulting Architects; United Engineers and Constructors , Inc., Engr. and Contractor.

ABOVE-MENASCO MANUFACTURING CO ., Euless, Texas; Wyatt C. Hedrick , Arch itect;
Cadenhead Construction Co., Contractor.
BELOW-THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND MILITARY TRAINING BUILDING at Southern Illinois Un iversity, Carbondale, Ill. ; The Perkins & Will Partnership, Architects;
M . H . Wolf & Co. , Contractor.

Time-tested Robertson Vitralume is available
as a finish on all Q-Panels shown above. All
profiles are offered as uninsulated facings or
as components of insulated panels.

H. H. ROBERTSON COMPANY
TWO GATEWAY CENTER, PITTSBURBH, PA. ~
I would like to have more information on Vitralume.
Name

Title
Firm

Address
City

Zone

State

bronze

Warm beauty and inherent durability are the result of the combination of the sculptor's art and the
foundryman's skills.
S&G carries on this tradition with
the art of functional design and
ageless durability in institutional
hardware-in bronze ..• cast in
our own foundries, machined and
carefully finished under one roofwith one high standard of quality
control.
For one hundred and ten years
architects have specified Sargent &
Greenleaf products where quality is
paramount .

SARGENT & GREENLEAF, INC.
•

Rochester, N . Y. 14621, U.S . A.

Single-ply roofing of HYPALON*
simplifies reroofing

This lightweight material simplifies
most reroofing jobs. Surface preparation
of the old roof is held to a minimum and
only one easily installed ply is needed
for long-term weathertightness.
One-ply roofing is made with HYPALON
bonded to a Neoprene bound asbestos
felt. It is highly resistant to sunlight,
weather, ozone, abrasion and industrial
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atmospheres. It is also flame-resistant.
Consider these advantages on your next
reroofing job.

•

Du Pont makes HYPALON and Neoprene, not single-ply roofing. Write for
information. Du Pont Company, Room
452, Wilmington, DE 19898.
* Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. for Du Pont synthetic rubber

HYPALON®
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-LETTE-RS
(Continued from page 10)

ary process in the design field has
been many times analyzed-most
comprehensively in the studies of
C. Theodore Larson and Knut
Lonberg-Holm (Planning j or Productivity, New York, 1940) and a
brilliant paper by the late Frederick J. Kiesler, "Correlation and
Biotecbnique" (Architectural Record, September 1939, pp. 60-75).
They saw the individual designer
as being stimulated by new needs
evolving in bis culture and then
responding with new designs which
were made possible, in turn, by
new means afforded by that culture. This leads to the evolutionary development of the artifact in
question (house, painting, auto,
tool) which Larson and LonbergHolm describe as a six-phase
cycle: 1. research; 2. design; 3.
fabrication; 4. distribution; 5. consumption; 6. elimination. This
analysis seems to me to correspond so closely to experiential
reality as to require no defense.
If this be a correct description
of historic process, then the individual historian can-indeed, must
-decide at what point in the
spiral/cycle he can intervene to
begin bis analysis of any given
epoch. He can begin with the
broad forces to which the artist
is exposed (stimulus); or with a
description of the formal esthetic
nature of bis works (response). In
the first case, the result would
tend to be objective, historical; in
the latter, subjective and biographical. I have chosen the
former point of entry as offering
the most illuminating vantage
point from which to view the process.
One can, of course, with Millon
(and Jordy, whose authority he
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invokes) begin the analysis with
the response of a given artist to
the demands of his day; and then
show the subsequent impact of
that response upon his contemporaries as becoming, in turn, a new
stimulus. But-unless one wants
to be forever trapped inside the
chicken-egg conundrum-one mu t
view the creative personalities of
any epoch as responding in characteristic ways to the stimuli afforded by that epoch.
The "great" artist may seem to
stand out ide this relationship, becoming himself what Giedion has
called a "constituent fact" of his
epoch. Such an artist (Michaelangelo, Picasso) is the individual
who, because of unusual intelligence and sensitivity, sees the
deeper implications of his epoch
more clearly than his peers; and
responds artistically with designs
which anticipate or forecast the
future course of events more profoundly than those around him.
In this sense, the great artist is
also a prophet, an avant-garde.
The term comes from French
military practice and defines the
man who spies out "the lay of the
land" before the army-i.e., the
immediate future.
But, when viewed from an historical, as opposed to a psychological, point of view, even the
great artist will be seen as operating always within the parameters
established by his own social and
cultural milieu. He will be seen
as manipulating the forces of history, not creating them. Thus, it
remains demonstrably true that
neither Wright nor Gropius nor
Corbusier invented industrialism.
It was, to the contrary, the characteristic mode of production of
the era into which they were born.
They sought to extract from this
circumambient fact a new esthetic
expression which would be congruent with its potentials. They
aspired to direct its energies: they
never claimed to have invented
them. They have become "great"
because subsequent events have
proved that they saw further and
clearer and deeper than the men
around them.
The historian undertakes to explain why, at any historical moment, the vectors of force are resolved in a particular way. Of
course, these forces are each represented by live men. Or, to put
it another way, live men make
incarnate these forces. To imply
that I have denigrated the role
of the individual in history, as
Millon persistently does, is to

caricature the whole thrust of my
book. As I explicitly state (page
141), the evolutionary process imp lies
"not merely blind social and economic pressures. Specific human
agencies are also required: live men
who, by the breadth of their understanding, are able to master all
the factors involved and force the
project through to completion."
And the development of American
building is actually described in
terms of the life work of some
dozen giant figures: Jefferson, Latrobe, Ru kin, Greenough, Paxton,
Ri chardson, Sullivan, Wright, etc.,
etc.
Millon accuses me (inaccurately,
as the whole of Chapter 6 should
prove) of describing as "inevitable" the selection of the Classic
style for the Chicago Fair of 1893.
"Different men,'' he says, "or even
one man with stronger ideas . . .
might have made the meeting and
the decisions different." True: but
history is a record of what did
happen, not what might have happened. Sullivan might indeed have
carried that day in Chicago. Had
he done so, the subsequent course
of American architecture would
have been far different. But Sullivan was not succe sful; and the
responsible historian is faced with
the task of explaining why, under
that precise configuration of forces
then obtaining, the vote went the
way it did. It may appear to Millon that there was no internal connection between ideology and artistic idiom in that decision; that
is his privilege. But the record
shows that the connection was
clear and explicit and understood
by all.
Veblen's whole theory of conspicuous waste revolved around
the ideologically reactionary use
of historic architectural and decorative motifs. Burnham (who was
the whip responsible for the Chicago vote) said "all the great men
of the day-all of them" wanted
to see the fair done in "the noble,
dignified Classic style." Much of
the K indergarten Chats is devoted to the preference of bankers
and financiers for the idiom of
Imperial Rome (Sullivan demands
that, to be consistent, they wear
sandals and togas) ; Democracy:
A Man-Search di cusses scarcely
anything but the antidemocratic
implications of this imperial iconography. And Wright, in his first
recorded address to his professional colleagues, described a visit
to "the palace of one of Chicago's
great captains of industry":

"His pride in his belongings was
immense, and he submitted that
nothing in Italy could hold a candle to the magnificence of it all;
hut he was simply paying half a
million dollars to advertise to posterity the fact that he was neither
scholar nor gentleman. There was
no single beautiful touch to mitigate the horror of the 'tout ensemble' ... [another visit] in the
home of a trust magnate who reveled in the sort of thing caricatured
in the funny papers . . . hut the
papers were feeble and kind compared to the hopeless vulgarity of
the reality. Such homes are the result of a lust for possession ... as
conspicuous in the homes of New
York's 400 as in the homes of their
clumsy Chicago imitators. Such perversion is contaminating ..." (On
Architecture, New York, 1941, page
6)

Finally, Millon demands to
know how I can acknowledge the
objective accomplishments of such
Victorian capitalists as the Potter
Palmers and the Vanderbilts, on
the one hand, without at the same
time accepting their taste in
houses as being of exactly equal
objective significance. Millon himself describes the Potter Palmers'
Chicago and the Vanderbilts' Ashville estates (page 185) as being
"exemplary productions." But if
these piles are exemplary, how is
one to characterize the exactly contemporary taste of other capitalists
-the Glessners (page 195) in Chicago or the Stoughtons and the
Lows in New England (page 187) ?
The historian of finance or medicine is, mercifully, spared the necessity of rendering subjective, esthetic decisions on the events he
deals with. But the artistic activities of mankind permit no such
simplistic approach. (From an
historical point of view, Uncle
Tom's Cabin i a lmost certainly
the most importan t novel ever
written; from an esthetic point of
view, however, it mu,t be rated
as a two-dimensional pietistic cutout.) It is not "moralistic hindsigh t" to rate Richardson as being
a more important architect than
Messrs. Cobb & Frost. From the
vantage point of 1967, no other
judgment is rationally possible.
Fifty years from now, the vantage
point may well be different; but
other historians will be writing
books and other men reviewing
them. Meanwhile, both Millon and
I are trapped in the here-andnow. Most of the paradoxes Millon finds in Fitch seem to me actually to lie in history itself. What
we both require is a philosophy
adequate to cope with them.
New York

JAMES MARSTON FITCH
Columbia Univer1il1

'taint paint

'tis beautiful

fhis is stain."

"This is Olympic Semi-Transparent Stain."

~re

"Beautiful !"

you sure?"

=>ositive. Olympic Solid Color Stain. Hides like expensive
:iint. But it costs a lot less. Easier to apply, too. Even over
d paint. And it doesn't make a thick film over the wood;
)U can still see the natural beauty of the texture. Oh, and
s guaranteed . Won't crack, peel, flake or blister."

"Exactly. See how it adds color and depth without hiding
the natural richness of the wood?"

fhat's a promise?"

"I like wood."

n 30 beautiful, living colors."

"I knew you were my kind of people."

Uympic Solid Color Stain

Olympic Semi -Transparent Stain

"Really shows off the grain and texture, doesn't it?"
"Right. And in 36 tones. That's why architects like it. And
builders. 'Fact, anybody who likes wood likes Olympic."

For color samples on wood and new A.I.A. Information Manual, write Olympic Sta in Company, 1118 N.W . Leary Way, Seattle, Washington 98107

ma1<es products better for you

canted walls on second story with
dark tinted g/ass and wide black porcelain enamel fascia give Air Terminal
Building at Detroit City Airport crisp,
modern appearance. In this canted
design, porcelain enamel a/so
the advantages of fight weight. ease
of attachment. and freed om from

provide~

maintenance.

Porcelain enamel fascia
accents horizontal sweep
of Air Terminal Building
The long, low configuration of the
new Air Terminal Building at the
Detroit City Airport was dictated
by the restricted size of the site
and its proximity to aircraft runways requiring flight clearance
lines. Capitalizing on the height
and size limitations, the architect
boldly emphasized the horizontal
sweep of the building-at the
second floor level with six-footdeep span drel beams and at the
roof level with a contrasting black
porcelain enamel fascia.
Canting the upper story walls
ou tward achieve d another design

objective: That of blending the
terminal with a proposed adjacent
control tower while minimizing
glare and solar heat gain. The
canted porcelain ename l fascia
also blends with the darkly tinted
glass walls, and provides a crisp,
modern appearance. Other advantages of porcelain enamel in this
design are its light weight, ease
of attachment, and freedom from
maintenance.
More and more , architects are
finding that versatile porcelain
enamel in non-reflective finishes
provides the optimum solution to a

variety of design problems. For
complete information on colors
available, fabrication capabilities,
and other technical data, contact
an experienced porcelain enameler.
If you would like a list of such
firms, just write Armco Steel
Corporation, Dept. E-3397, P. 0.
Box 600, Middletown, Ohio 45042.
Architect: Albert Kahn Associated
Architects & Engineers, Inc., Detroit
Porcelain Enameler: Wolverine Porcelain Enameling Co., Detroit
General Contractor: F. H. Martin
Construction Co., Detroit
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New Steelcase finishes, fabrics create a new look in office furniture
Chromattecs ... exclusive Ember Chrome,
new Matte Textured acrylics and classic per-

acrylics. Finally, to comp lement them both,
a range of persona I fabrics that are at once,

sonal fabrics ... now present an entirely new

handsome, colorful, contemporary.

dimension in Steelcase furniture styling.
Gone is conventional chrome's mirror-like
finish ... in its place a smooth, subtle, sophisticated surface with all the warmth and
beauty of a hearth-fire. Gone, too, is enamel's
reflective sheen . . . dissolved into velvet
tones so soft, so flat you wonder if it's rea Ily
paint at all ... until you test it and find it's
just as tough and rugged as regular Steelcase

But to fully appreciate the understated elegance that new Chromattecs can bring to your
next office project, you should see them firsthand. Why not visit one of our showrooms?
Or, we ' l I have a Steelcase representative stop
by with samples. For further information,
write Department A, Steelcase Inc.; Grand
Rapids, Michigan; Los Angeles, California;
Canadian Steelcase Company, Ltd., Ontario.

STEELCASE
OFFICES

AND

SHOWROOMS :

Grand Rap ids • New York • Los Angel es
Chicago • Detroit • Atlanta • Boston
Philadelphia • St. Louis • Cleveland
Dallas • Hartford • Portland, Oregon

. . . and the first tenant hasn't even
moved in .
Modern de sign, engineering and constru ct ion -w ith outdated communicat ion s plannin g-add up to obsol esce nce.
Chances are your ten 2nts will need

more than just telephones. They'll
probably use Data-Phone* service, teletypewriter, Tele-Lecture , even closedcircuit TV. Make your building truly
modern by allowing for these servi ces
in the blueprints. Avoid expensive

alterations and unsightly wiring later .
Just call 212-393-4537, collect, and
we' ll send you a compl ete list of ou r
Archite ct and @ .,
Builder Se~vi ce
representatJVeS. .....,.... ond Anod•ted ComplO;IS

&

AT&T

•service ma rk of the Bell System

Visit our exhib it at the 1967 meeting of the
American In stitute of Architects in New York.

eur

e
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3 MULTIPROBE

Enter the university library of the future .
You see books, of course, but so much
more. Vocal and mechanical access to
information retrieval systems. Audiovisual
devices to show current events or play back
recorded history, music. Private and group
study carrels with controls for environment
and selection of visual backgrounds. And
all elements interrelated through electronic
data processing.
It's not such a "years-away" concept,
really. The basic techniques exist right now.
So does the remarkable ceiling . You could
specify the Armstrong C-60 Luminaire
Ceiling System today and do it in ample
variation to meet almost any esthetic or
service requirement.
Versatility marks the Luminaire Ceiling
System-versatility in every respect. First it

performs many functions: lighting, air
distribution, acoustical control , rated fire
protection . Then it gives you remarkable
latitude to create distinctive, personal
designs in almost unlimited numbers. And
you have a choice in the way the system
accomplishes its functions . Consider air
distribution . The C-60 Luminaire Ceiling
System feeds conditioned air into the room
below through thousands of perforations in
each ceiling panel. It does the job silently,
evenly, without so much as a hint of draft.
Or the ceiling can distribute air from
virtually invisible, " whisper-qu iet" linear
diffusers built into the system 's suspension
system.
Whichever method you select, you have the
ability to regulate air flow (from l to over
5 cfm per square foot) to suit the needs of
the project without a single diffuser intruding
to mar your design .
The same flexibility applies to lighting. You
can have anywhere from 30 to more than

200 fc at surprising economy, because a
Luminaire System starts with fewer lamps to
achieve a given level of illumination. Qu ite
naturally it operates on lower wattage and
requires fewer lamp and ballast replacements .
It also offers highly efficient acoustical
control.
Yes, the Luminaire Ceiling System comb ines
many factors in one easy-to-i nstall package.
Installation instructions, application-eng ineering data , and guideline specifications
will tell you more about it all. Ask for
them by writing Armstrong, 4206 Rooney
Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17 604.
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lowing: an investigation into his
moral character; the reporting of
such information received to architectural registration boards of
states or other political subdivisions licensing architects; the waiving of the architect's rights to
copies of statements, papers, or
documents received by the council in its investigation. The signer
would also have exonerated the
NCARB from any liability arising
from such an investigation.
We are happy-and reassuredto report that the objectionable
paragraphs have been eliminated
from this year's form.

FORUM
Now that a deal has been made
by Washington and Moscow to
provide 's uitable sites in each of
the two capitals for new Soviet
and U.S. Embassies, the choice of
an architect for our new building
on Sadovaya Blvd. has become a
matter of some concern.
The State Department's Foreign
Buildings Operation has been a bit
somnolent in recent years-at least
by comparison with its golden era
of a dozen years ago. So the final
selection of an architect, to be
made after final plans are approved, may end up being made by
someone who knows how to get the
most money out of Congressman
Rooney, rather than by someone
who knows how to get the most
talent out of the architectural profession. (We might add that the
FBO is advised by a panel of
AIA members.) If so, a great opportunity will be lost to present
in Moscow a first rate example of
what may be America's most creative art. After all, the Soviets
themselves are pretty good, nowadays, at building Hilton Hotels
(see our November issue)-and
we might want to show them something they have not seen before.

-SEQUELS
NCARB R ECO N SIDERS

Last December, in our Footnote,
we reproduced a few paragraphs
of Form 117-66, issued last year
by the National Council of Architectural
Registration
Boards.
Architects wishing to retain their
NCARB certificates have to sign
such a form each year.
The paragraphs we reproduced
a year ago would have required
the architect's consent to the fol-

SA Y ONARA7

Frank Lloyd Wright's Imperial
Hotel in Tokyo closed its doors
on November 15. Completed in
1922, the building soon became his
most famous work because of the
way it withstood the 1923 earthquake. Only slightly damaged by
World War II bombing, the hotel
was later weakened by construction of a subway next to it.
For decades, the Imperial has
been an essential part of every
traveler's image of Tokyo. But
every traveler has not wanted to
stay in a 1922 guest room. Rooms
in the highrise annexes (of undistinguished design), added since
World War II by Japanese architects, were reportedly more popular. What the management could
not measure in yen was the
prestige of the old building.
This fall, the owners announced
that the original hotel would be
torn down and replaced by a 17story block (in time for the expected Expo 70 crowds). The
Committee for the Preservation
of the Imperial Hotel, which had
fought all the way up to Premier
Sato to save the building where
it stood (below), has now launched
a new campaign.
At the urging of' Mrs. Wright
and the committee chairman,

PUB USHER

Lawrence W. Mester
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Taro Amano of Tokyo University,
the hotel owners offered to defer
demolition while the committee
raised money to move the structure. Tokyo Governor Minobe
designated a site in Kanagei Park,
where the building would serve as
a museum. Estimates of the moving cost vary from $4 million to
$10 million.
As we go to press, the possibility
of preserving the Imperial remains
in doubt.
A&A: 1911-1967

The death of a small, regional
architecture magazine is not usually cause for widespread grief;
but Arts & Architecture was an
unusual magazine.
The circulation of A&A never
reached more than about 10,000,
but its influence was far wider
than its distribution would suggest. A&A had subscribers in
every state in the U.S. and in almost every country in the world.
The magazine reached its zenith
in the decade following the war,
after John Entenza (now director
of the Graham Foundation) had
stepped in as editor and transformed it from a provincial champion of traditional styles to an
international medium of contemporary art and architecture. Yet,
in a sense, A&A remained a "regional" publication. It concentrated most of its attention on the
architecture, and the architects, of
Southern California, and it was
the first to give recognition and
encouragement to such now-prominent designers as Charles Eames
and Craig Ellwood.
A&A will perhaps be remembered best for its program of Case
Study Houses, under which it became a client and commissioned
promising young architects to test
new concepts. The architects were
given freedom to experiment as
they pleased, and the resulting
houses often represented breakthroughs in residential design. The
program pioneered in the development of the steel-frame house, to
name one example.
Most of A&A's life was a struggle to make ends meet. Its advertising revenue, never great, dwindled gradually over the years, until finally, on October 16, A&A
called it quits.
MOVING UP

A few months ago (May issue), we reported that OlivettiUnderwood would probably move
into the sleek, much-honored
Pepsi Cola building on New
York's Park Avenue, as soon as
Pepsi tnkes up its suburban resi-
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dence in Purchase, N. Y. The
news has now been confirmed and
New Yorkers will soon say farewell to the Fifth Avenue showroom (designed by Belgiojoso,
Peressutti and Rogers) whose architectural qualities and novel display facilities were widely praised
when it opened in 1954 (Aug.
'54 issue). The fate of the sand
sculpture by Costantino Nivola
(above), which lined almost an
entire wall of the "old" Olivetti
showroom, has not been decided;
but the public typewriter on
which passersby vented their
spleen for 13 years will definitely
not make the trip.
George Nelson will transform
the old Olivetti showroom into a
display space for Rosenthal China.

•INS &OUTS
IN WITH THE NEW . . .

When Gulf Oil took over
control of Reston, Va., (below)
last September, kicking Reston's
founding father upstairs as chairman of the board, there was widespread concern that the famous
new town would become another
slurb (Oct. issue). The fear has

not been lessened by subsequent
events:
• On October 28, Robert E. Simon Jr., Reston's creator, was
kicked out completely, after refusing to resign. The problem was
a difference of opinion between
Simon and Reston's new boss,
Robert H. Ryan, over whether
Reston should continue to develop, in Simon's words, "as a
true new town" or as "a piece
of industrial real estate, which is
what Ryan knows about."
• Conklin & Rossant (formerly
Whittlesey, Conklin & Rossant)
the architectural firm that prepared
Reston's master plan and designed
the first village center at Lake
Anne, is apparently out of the picture also. The only word the firm
has received since Gulf took over
is a letter asking C & R, in effect,
to do nothing until further notice.
So far, no further notice has ar- ·
rived. The same is true for all of
Reston's architects commissioned
by Simon except Louis Sauer, who
has been asked to provide more
of his good-looking, fast-selling
townhouses.
• On November 3, Gulf announced its development plans for
1968. They include 186 garden
apartments, 240 townhouses, a
commitment from the FHA for
200 middle income (221d3) housing
units, and 200 detached houses on
lots developed by speculative
builders and individuals. Except
for Sauer, Gulf has not said who
will design the new units, but
Ryan's recently stated philosophy
hardly sounds encouraging. He
cited Reston's "heavy emphasis on
contemporary design" as one of
the causes of its financial problems. "You have to listen to the
market," he said.
The market being what it is,
it shouldn't be surprising if Early
American,
French
Provincial,
and/ or other pastries were to be
served up at Reston.

. • . AND OUT WITH THE OLD

Reston's troubles boil down to
the fact that it simply hasn't attracted enough residents to make
it pay. But those who do live there
apparently love it-judging from
the party they threw last month
in honor of Simon.
The affair had been planned
long before the cri~is came to a
head, but the 1,500 Restonites who
turned out put up a brave front
anyway. They sang original songs
("If we could have a mayor, it
surely would be you"), performed
skits, and carried pro-Simon placards. And Interior Secretary Stewart L. Udall showed up to announce that Simon had become a
consultant to the Department to
see whether new towns can be built
for Indians on their reservations.
Simon, who stood in the plaza
of the town center throughout
the demonstration seemed visibly
moved by it all. Ironically, he
urged the people of Reston to
"assume the best" for their town's
future . "I do," he claimed, "and
you all are entitled to it."

ART
NEW YORK PICASSO

Chicago has one; now it's New
York's turn. A Picasso colossus
will soon rise 36 ft. high; set amidst
I.M. Pei's apartment towers in

New York University's Washington Square Center, the gift of Mr.
and Mrs. Allan Emil to N.Y.U.
The sculpture will be "as big as
the head of the great sphinx of
Egypt," according to Alfred H.
Barr Jr. of the Museum of Modern
Art-but not nearly as enigmatic.
Bust of Sylvetle (above), which,
unlike Chicago's, looks human,
will be a blowup of a 2-ft.-high,
painted, bent-sheetmetal piece
made by Picasso in 1954 (currently at the Museum of Modern
Art's Picasso exhibit). It will be
executed on site by Norwegian
Artist Carl Nesjar, using a con-

crete pouring technique developed
in Norway.
The Norwegian system packs the
aggregate tightly around the armature of reinforcing rods, and then
injects a liquid cement grout, resulting in an even distribution of
aggregate and admixture throughout the pour. In this case, the aggregate will be black basalt pebbles imported from Norway.
Where the Picasso model suggests
a white or off-white surface, the
concrete will be left unfinished
when the forms are stripped off.
Where the model calls for black
surface or lines, N esjar will sandblast the concrete surface to bring
out the color of the aggregate.
Before giving his approval to the
project and deciding on the appropriate model, Picasso studied
photos of the site and the surrounding buildings (above). The
scale of the final work and its
placement on the site was also
worked out with the artist.
The sculpture will be completed
in about 11 weeks. Its cost has not
been disclosed.
METRO CULTURE BOOM

The art of the Louvre is about
to descend to the level of the
masses-or at least of mass transit.
As part of a major overhaul and
facelift of the Paris Metro and its
344 stations, the Louvre station
will be transformed into a vestibule of the museum itself. Waiting
passengers will be able to view
artistic treasures through vandalproof cases (right). The culturepromotion plan is yet to receive
final approval by Andre Malraux,
the government's Minister of Culture. Naturally, no advertising
will be permitted in the stationbut, then, there is no Pop Art
in the Louvre yet!
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ATELIER MOURLOT - NEW YORK
llS BANK STREET · NEW YORK · NY I0014

CRAFTSMANSHIP

Atelier Mourlot of Paris last
month opened its American
branch in Manhattan. The worldfamous lithography workshop has
collaborated with renowned artists
(Matisse, Picasso, etc.) in the
printing of their work. For the
opening, many artists created
original posters (example above).
Jacques Mourlot, grandson of
the founder, directs the N. Y.
studio. Lithographers from the
Paris house are at the service of
American artists, as are imported
presses, inks, paper, and the best
gray stones from Munich.

D

The N. Y. studio will continue
to create limited-edition original
lithographs. Its special contribution will be in the field of
color lithography-offering a sensibility and experience not before
available in this country.

Street. A leadership training program, usually a difficult proposition, is having marked success by
using photos of the area to spark
discussion. A TV program at
Christmastime will show street
carolling and Puerto Rican customs to an audience that has a
largely negative image of this culture. A program to teach Spanish
to the police, not in schools but
in the homes of bilingual residents, has generated official approval and an enthusiastic response from policemen; Federal
funds may launch the program

dramatic rebirth, between Lexington and Third Avenues, that is
visible in more than the brightly
colored mural (above) .
On a bright Saturday this fall,
residents from 103rd Street were
joined by some 300 suburban volunteers for a one-day renovation.
The renovation was a success
from many angles-50 truckloads
of garbage were carted away
(each, alas, requiring a separate
letter of authorization); a new
coat of paint was applied to the
first floor for the length of the
block; many interior repairs were
made, as plumbers, carpenters, and
repairmen went through the buildings asking what needed to be
done; a junk-clogged basement
was subsequently turned into a
clubhouse; a backyard is being
cleaned out for a coffeehouse, to
be run by and for teenagers.
The visible renovation is only
part of the activity on 103rd

city-wide, but its likely beginning
will be on 103rd Street. An art
and drama workshop will begin
when another basement is cleared
out.
A local lawyer, Julio Flores-local to 103rd Street, that is-had
suggested the renovation as an appropriate first step for wide local
participation, a way of mobilizing
a tense community after the riots
of July, in which a ,woman of
103rd Street was one of the two
persons killed. The Institute for
Human Development, a nonsectarian group headed by Msgr. Fox
of the New York Diocese, is coordinating the various programs.
After 103rd Street's renovation,
three other blocks planned to do
the same; one of them has already
done so, followed by expressions
of interest from six more.

imM:ll

NO IVORY TOWER

Five academic institutions in
San Francisco are submerging
traditional rivalries in an unacademic approach to solving urban
problems. The universities involved
will pool their resources for a cooperative attack on such problems
as environmental health, manpower training, urban design, intergroup relations, and other aspects of city ' life.
The San Francisco Consortium
-consisting of the University of
San Francisco, San Francisco State
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College, City College of San Francisco, Golden Gate College, and
the University of California's San
Francisco Medical Center-hopes
to find directions that will have
national implications. Operating
independently of any of the participating schools but drawing
upon the academic talent of each,
the consortium will serve as a
clearing house for the acquisition
of funds and information. To start
with, the group raised enough
money from a foundation to keep
going for the next eight months.
PLACING THE BLAME

Two investigations are underway
to determine the causes of last
summer's riots. In an interim report of the riots panel, due about
January 1, the Presidential Commission on Civil Disorders, headed
by Governor Otto Kerner (Illinois), will place the major blame
on city administrations' lack of
response to ghetto problems. It

© I911'rHerblock in the Washington Post

will emphasize realigning and improving municipal government,
rather than massive Federal spending prograIDE for urban areas. The
final report will discuss the possibility of a criminal "conspiracy"
by underworld forces, civil rights
militants, or political radicals.
The conspiracy theory itself is
being currently investigated in
open hearings by a Senate subcommittee beaded by Senator
John L. McClellan (Dem., Ark.).
So far it bas found little material
to substantiate the theory.
The findings of the Presidential
Commission will be based on case
studies of 23 riot cities, among
them Detroit, Newark, Cincinnati,
New Haven, and Milwaukee.
In response to the commission's
recommendations, the Justice Department is making plans to
organize seminars on slum needs
and riot prevention for mayors
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and their top assistants.
The final report-due around
June-will study the fundamental
causes of city unrest and the longterm measures to prevent it.
NEWSWEEK MAKES NEWS

The story has been told before
-the wretched situation and
growing anger of the black poor,
the possibility of intensified ~ebel
lion and consequent repression.
But the mass media have rarely
told it so poignantly and responsibly as in the November 20 issue
of Newsweek.
Under the title "The Negro in
America-What Must Be Done,''
Newsweek departs from its tradition of 34 years, and in a 22-page
report becomes the advocate, offering its 2,150,000 readers a sensitive Program for Action.
The article recommends a 12point program for immediate action, suggesting as an opener that
"Lyndon Johnson should apply
the prestige and power of the
Presidency to the racial crisis with
the same energy be uses to nourish
his faltering consensus on the war
in Vietnam."
The magazine then proposes
$6.9 billion in new programs for
the next year, to be met partly
by a tax increase, partly by a
reallocation of funds (from nonVietnam defense spending, perhaps
from highway construction or the
space program). Among other proposals: lowering of color bars by
the craft unions, "voluntarily, if
they will, or under government
pressure, if they won't"; providing
the slums with the same level of
public services that other neighborhoods take for granted, "even
if it means short-run reduction for
other neighborhoods"; increasing
rent supplement and Model Cities
programs and adding new funds
for "sweat equity" projects (a
total increase for housing programs of $160 million this year,
Sl billion next year); encouraging
citizen participation ("It is particularly important that white officials recognize what is healthy in
the new 'black consciousness'-the
Negro's will for a measure of control over his own destiny. This
mood will often be expressed
abrasively and even disruptively.
But it is too important to be
dismissed as mere troublemaking.")
And so on. "The nation must
conquer its aversion to the concept of planning," says Newsweek
in only one of its many surprising
statements. As Jong-range programs, Newsweek wants to see a

start made on the creation of
"millions of new jobs" (teachers'
aides, community workers, etc.) ;
the dispersal of Negroes from the
ghettos (with a Federal fair-housing Jaw, and a quota system), and
developing of jobs and decent living conditions in the rural South.
The editors of Newsweek believe that none of this is possible
except on an emergency scale until
the war in Vietnam is resolved.
Their main concern, however,
which can only be tested when the
war ends, is whether America "has,
or can generate, the will to solve
its racial problems."
GOOD START

Ground has been broken on the
first project in the life insurance
industry's pledged program of Sl
billion for ghetto redevelopment.
The Prudential Insurance Company of America began construction November 13 on a $4.5 million middle-income cooperative at
the edge of Newark's Central
Ward, following the announcement
of the project by little more than
a month. Construction is to be
completed within a year (reportedly 40 per cent of the time that
Federal sponsorship would have
required).
The 270-unit garden apartment
project is a joint venture of the
State of New Jersey, the City of
Newark and Prudential; the insurance company has promised to
invest a total of $250 million as
its share of the industry's $1 billion pledge.
For the Newark project, Prudential is purchasing bonds of the new
State Housing and Finance
Agency to provide funds for a 50year mortgage. Prudential is also
giving the developer a 2-year
construction loan. The state will
guarantee the $800 down payment
required from each prospective occupant. Monthly rents are expected to average $27 per room,
which, according to the state,
should be within reach of many of
the families to be displaced by the
proposed New Jersey College of
Medicine and Dentistry.

LOST & FOUND
LAST STAND

Masada, an exhibition based on
the largest and most important
archeological expedition carried
out in Israel under the direction
of Professor Yigael Yadin, is on
view at the Jewish Museum in
(continued on page 81)

DR.SALK
TALKS
ABOUT
HIS
INSTITUTE
INTERVIEW BY ESTHER McCOY

Dr. Jonas Salk is quite aware
that he is one of the most important architectural clients of
the decade. (That he was a client
at all was because of the support for the creation of the Salk
Institute of Biological Studies by
Basil O'Connor and The National Foundation, he says.)
And Dr. Salk is a happy client.
One proof of this is his staunch
way of looking at the Salk Institute, designed by Louis Kahn,
as the sum of its parts. He returns constantly to the idea of
its wholeness. He compares it to
the body-the laboratories and
studies carrying the cerebral
function ; the service spaces
canying arteries, veins, and
nervous system ; the mechanical
acting as the respiratory system,
etc., each integral. He knows the
spots from which the wholeness
is best revealed, and to these
spots he leads his visitors. It
gives him pleasure to watch
their eyes scanning. He calls the
exterior "a hard shell" which is
understood only with a knowledge of the interior spaces. He
dismisses easily the isolation of
a part from the whole; an inquiry into a part is "like asking
for a logical justification for a
work of art."
He has been intimately involved in the design and construction of the building, a
building which was to represent
an institute in which the creative
minds of the sciences and
humanities will meet. He participated, naturnlly, in the planning, but he also sat in on the
pouring of the test slabs. He
was unhappy over the color and
texture of the first slabs; the
experiments to arrive at a satisfying color and good seams,
bevels, even a pattern of tie rod
holes, filled up a large section
of one of the walls below grade.
"Go and see them," lie said.

As a client, he came prepared.
"There are few clients," Louis
Kahn said in 1964 in a taped
conversation, "who can understand philosophically the insti-

Mrs. McCoy is a well -known architec·
tural critic and the author of numer·
ous books on architecture, Including
several on pioneer architects In Call·
fornia, where she lives. She has fre·
quently contributed to the Forum.
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tution they are creating. Dr.
Salk is an exception. Few clients
have it or even sense the lack
of it. Usually a written program
is handed to you and you must
assume the role of philosopher
for the client."
Dr. Salk talked about the selection of the site. "The first
week in January of 1960 I went
around to various possible locations with San Diego's assistant
city manager and city planner
(by a vote of the people, San
Diego had made a gift of the
land to the institute) and saw
this particular area. I don't want
to make a point of this, but it
struck me at that time that this
site had special qualities. I was
out on the cliff and saw the convolutions, almost like cerebral
convolutions, the cliffs just off
the edge here of the areas that
were eroded, looking off to the
north shore toward La Jolla and
the Oceanography Pier. The kind
of institute I had in mind would
be more appropriately situated
at the juncture of the land, sea,
and sky.
"When questions arose as to
bow much land and the shape
of the site, it was at this point
that Lou Kahn came out with
this very ingenious idea of the
irregular site, with the intrusion
of the city park land, by creating
an arrangement of the three
basic elements: working, meeting, residences for visitors." He
got up from bis desk and went
to the site plan on the wall and
indicated how the park cut into
the site and buffered the buildings-the present laboratories
and the future Meeting Center,
residences, administration building, and the structures for animals. He commented then on the
similarity between the institute
and an academic institution with
its classrooms, working places,
lruboratories, and dormitories.

"Kahn designed a shell .

"

The laboratory building of the
institute is finished. It is there
in its wholeness. Only the south
block of the building has yet to
be equipped. It is not an openended building to be added to.
This is it. The two blocks, yoked
together underground by a mas29

sive mechanical system, layered
with 9-ft.-high mechanical spaces
(which are the heart and the
pocketbook of the building), and
held in by a 20-ft.-high retaining
wall, could be expanded only at
enormous cost. Kahn has said
that he builds for today, not the
future, but Dr. Salk maintains that in the laboratory
building the future was built
into today. "The building does
guess tomorrow," he says. "The
obsolescence is reduced by the
investment in flexibility. We
would have had to put the laboratories to test to know what was
needed, and that was not possible. We could not wait five
years for each scientist to contribute to the design, so we made
adaptable space. The overall
pattern is similar, but everyone
designs his laboratory space differently. Kahn has designed a
shell which is a loft: the artist
subdivides."

" I remembered the cloister"
Kahn has also designed in the
building what he calls "a sense
of 'beyond the need.' The building must work,'' he says. "I care
about that, but anyone can make
it work, anyone can do that;
the building must also have the
sense of man.''
Dr. Salk, too, wanted the building to be "beyond the need.'' He
said, "The architecture could be
a means of expression of the
basic idea but also have an operational effect upon Fellows by
their seeing themselves from a
different point of view, which
would be produced by the site,
the area, and the architecture."
What determined the design
more than any other one factor
was the number of Fellows. This
had to be estaftJlished very early.
"I wanted the institute to be

kept relatively small, and the
ultimate size of the institute defined the architectural integration. The studies came out to be
36, half of which are likely to
be used for resident Fellows and
the other half for visitors."
The court plan concept had
its beginning in Dr. Salk's memory of the monastery of St.
Francis of Assisi, which he saw
when he visited Italy in the '50s.
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"I remembered the cloister there,
and I conveyed to Kahn the idea
that this is what I would like-the cloistered garden. It became
the court, and the arcade the
colonnade. The studies then
grew, evolved, and developed
along the sides of the laboratories, like a necklace strung
along a building, and provided
the basis for the colonnade."
Kahn recognized "the dichotomy in the place of the laboratories and the place of the
studies," and commented that "a
demand for space for experiment increases and tends to edge
out the other space, or, if the
other space persists, it tends to
give less room to those spaces
which are capable of being
services." He calls one the architecture of the oak table and the
rug, and the other the architecture of the pipes.
Dr. Salle said there were many
discussions concerning the various levels, not only from the
aspect of working spaces but of
views. "We wanted an unobstructed view from the laboratories and the studies, and we
wanted both a west view of the
ooean and a view of the court
from ithe tudies. So we placed
the studies opposite the pipe
spaces, with the public spaces in
between."

Lo be used to induce people to
move in new directions. v-Vhen
the Meeting Center is built this
will change." Dr. Salk leads the
experiment in outdoor living. He
sits often in one of the outdoor
rooms sandwiched between the
studies, and he likes to meet
visitors there.

" Nothing to block the view"

A. concern of Dr. Salk's is
the hangover of the custom of
the Fellows and staff of meeting
indoors rather than making use
of the outdoor meeting places
provided. "Habit-also a lack of
furniture; now we have to carry
chairs to the court,'' he said.
"New generations will grow up
to recognire the architecture and
use the outdoor spaces. When it
is denser next year, after the
education functions begin, people will use the coul't. Out-

Originally, he had thought of
creating the in titute at the
University of Pittsburgh, and it
was Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
who first suggested that he consider California. "It was an intriguing idea," he said, "because
of the shift of the intellectual
center of the country toward the
west. A. pioneering atmosphere
still prevails here. The concept
of an institute bringing into
fusion science and the humanities is readily acceptable here."
Moreover, he continued, "an
institute of this kind belongs
away from the city. I wanted
unencumbered laboratories m
communication 'vith the outside
-the lower, middle, and upper
laboratories all in communication with the sky. The institute
will relate forever to the ocean.
There is nothing to block the
view between the institute and
the horizon, provided for by
planning the institute on the
edge of a mesa. The feeling was
that the institute should be away
from the mainstream for the
purpose of contemplation. I am
ensitive to other people, to their
emanations. I tried to provide
for people to get away from
each other as well as to come
together."
Dr. Salk had to leave for his
next appoinlment. (It was, I
had been warned, a surprise
luncheon given b.y his staff to
celebrate his birthday.) We had
been talking in his office on the
next to top floor at the west

side, you get the feeling of the

end of the north block. His desk

wholeness of the space, and the
arcade gives the feeling of looking in ide. The building can't be
read from the court unless you
have been inside."
The present gathering place
is the cafeteria, and the seminar
and conference rooms are used
for meetings. "A.rchitectUI·e has

was placed far back into the
room, and he faced windows
shielded from the glare of the
sky and sea by louvered teak
screens streaked with rain marks.
Before he left to change from his
white lab coat to an olive tweed
jacket, he paused to comment on
the materials and the 'vindows.

"People will use the court"
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He would have liked the windows
lower. He allowed that they composed well on the exterior, but
inside they were so high he lost
some of the view. As for the
wood panels, frames, and screens
of the window elements, "Wood
posed some problems of jointing.
It isn't watertight. The wood
wasn't installed with a healthy
respect for rains. The first year
the building was up was the
heaviest rainfall, and for economy we had left out the weathertripping. It was unwise; there
is no tight seal."

"It's a tranquil place ... "
As we walked down toward
the court, he told me that they
had first considered stone as the
material for the studies, either
an indigenous stone or a Texas
limestone which came from out
of the sea and had fossils in it.
"Then I saw how massive the
studies would be. I asked if it
would not be better all of concre~a single material so as not
to destroy the monolithic charaeter. Kahn agreed."
A whining sound came from
the east end of the south block.
The air conditioner. They would,
he indicated, have to do something about it. There was also
an acoustical problem inside.
"There's always an acoustical
problem in a concrete building.
Some attention will have to be
given to reducing it-possibly
acoustical plates. It's a tranquil
place and has to be kept that
way inside and outside. The
plan for the Meeting Center
will have to go through various
revisions in the light of what
we've learned from the construction of the laboratories."
The light had changed while
we were talking in his office.
That morning, 30,000 acres of
brush and pine woods were burning in San Diego County, and
there was a phenomenon of two
distinct horizons, one at the sea
line and the other separating the
clear sky from a dense cloud
of gray-yellow smoke, which
sometimes glowed red at the
center. Pine ash collected in the
arcades, the open stairwells, on
the hair of the men laying
travertine slabs in the court.
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The teak, straw-colored under
the usual overcast sky, was now
golden, and the concrete took on
the orange glow of the temples
at Paestum at sundown. Everywhere were exaggerated Chirico
perspectives. This was the day,
it struck me, for which the
building had been composed.
Dr. Salk's analogy of the
studies as a necklace strung
along the laboratories was faithful that day, for the studies
were separated by air from the
laboratories, and sandwiched
with air; the muscles of the
building-stairways, walks connecting studies to laboratoriesdemanded the eye for the first
time more than the angular
plan and teak window assemblies. But the small diagonal
walls serving as sunscreen and
column were as sharp as the
slash marks they make on a
smallscale plan.
In the fall, days of heavy
smog alternate with days when
the Santa Ana winds from the
desert drive brush fires into
woodlands and into the new developments carved out of the
foothills. The Santa Anas bring
a clear light, but never the eerie
one of that morning.

FACT AND FIGURES:
Architect: Louis I. Kahn; Structural
consultant: Dr. August E. Komendant;
Associated structural engineers: Fer·
var-Dorland & Associates. Electrical·
mechanical engineers: Fred F. Dubin
Associates. Site engineers: Rich Engi·
neering Co. Landscape architect: Ro·
land S. Hoyt. B uilding area: 400,000
sq. ft . Cost: $11,415,000.
PH OTOGRAPHS: Marvin Rand, except
p age 27, Joh n Waggaman, and page
29, George Poh l.

MODEL
CITIES
LITTLE
PLANS
ARE
BETTER
THAN
NONE
BY PRISCILLA DUNHILL

When President Johnson asked
Robert Wood, head of the political science department at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, to come to Washington
in 1964, his mandate was paralyzing in its magnitude: devise
a program to save cities. "You
come up with the program," the
President said, and "I 'll worry
about the politics."
Not since Roosevelt had asked
David E. Lilienthal to set up
TVA or Harry L. Hopkins to
set up WP A had an assignment
for domestic legislation been so
sweeping. To carry out the undertaking, Wood gathered up an
all-star task force of urban savants, and the group worked for
three years preparing its recommendations. These were embodied in the Model Cities (then
called Demonstration Cities)
Program, immediately adopted
as the cornerstone of the Great
Society's attack on urban ills.
When, in mid-November, after
months of procrastination, HUD
announced the 63 winning cities
and their appropriations for the
first round of model cities planning, it was clear that Johnson
had not been able to deliver his
half of the bargain. A recalcitrant Congress had appropriated only $312 million of the
$662 million requested.
The cost of riots in 30 U.S.
cities alone amounted to $100
million this summer. Why then
did Congress vote such a pitance, reinforcing what Mayor
Hugh J. Addonizio of Newark,
N.J., called "the cruelest of
myths, that middle-class Americans have an interest in saving
the nation's cities" T
The reasons are complex and
ugly. Yet for all the Congressional penury, the model cities
program remains one of the
most innovative and hopeful
platforms of the Great Society.
The signal importance of the
model cities program, and its essential differences from its shopworn predecessors (FHA and
urban renewal), are twofold:
(1) Its scope. Model cities
provides for the total transforMrs. Dunhill Is a former Newsweek
writer and managing editor of lnte·
riors. She has frequently contributed
to the Forum In the past.
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mation-both social and physical-of selected slum neighborhoods which will become "showcase demonstrations" of what a
concerted attack on urban blight
can accomplish. First emphasis
is on people, and second, on construction programs.
(2) Its flexibility. Model cities
money can be used to coordinate
or supplement existing city,
state, or Federal city-aid programs, or it can be used for
such mundane tasks as, for example, speeding garbage collection.
"Our intent is to set up laboratories to learn what really
works and what does not," explains Walter B. Farr, HUD's
model cities administrator. "We
have said to cities, 'Come up
with something truly exciting'."
That cities complied is evident
from their proposals, which are
optimistic, audacious and reasonably realistic. (The most audacious of all, perhaps, was New
York City's, which asked for not
one, but three, model cities areas
-and got them all accepted I) In
the main, they center on five
major concerns: housing, transportation, the use of computers
for problem solving, new methods of financing construction,
and the use of mobile units to
upgrade the quality of ghetto
life ( artmobiles, dramamobiles,
bealthmobile , etc.).
By definition, all the 63 winning cities put forth proposals
of the breadth and scope required by the program. But a
few of the \vinning cities stood
out with some refreshingly offbeat proposals:
NORFOLK, Virginia, has asked
for funds to develop an economical waterborne mass transit system which might utilize hydrofoils, air cushion or conventional
bulled vessels, or a combination
of all three. Every major industry in Norfolk is linked to
navigation and located along the
innumerable waterways which
honeycomb the city.
"So why not convert our biggest barrier into our greatest
asset?" asks Lawrence Cox, one
of the authors of Norfolk's
model cities proposal. "Autos
and a tunnel are too expensive

and impractical because our
watertable is so close to the surface. Volume and land use patterns do not justify a monorail
or subway system. We have the
Elizabeth River and its branches,
the Lafayette and the James to
the northwe t and, to the north,
all of Che apeakc Bay."
.As in most ghettos, the problem with Norfolk's is getting
residents to better jobs and to
the educational and health facilities which are located in the
more prosperous sections of
town. Just what form this water
transit should take, the city will
now investigate.
There are precedents-hydrofoils on Oslo's fjord and across
the Strait of Messina to Italy's
boot. Said Cox, "Of course,
Stockholm, Venice, and Amsterdam have always had their ferries, but nothing of the magnitude we need-hundreds of water
taxis of varying sizes which can
move up and clown our rivers
and estuaries, stopping at many
destinations. . . . Besides, there
is an important social consideration. Waterways do not displace people or neighborhoods."
SAN ANTONIO 'S model neighborhood is Mexican-American,
and although its one- and twotory frame houses are products
of the early 1900s and often
dilapidated, the neighborhood
has a high morale, fierce pride,
and many small colorful shops
and bistros. Houses front on the
street, turning inward on a corral, often shared by as many as
a dozen families. Like the Mexican barrios from which they derive, the corrals contribute a
strong sense of community and
are an important stabilizing factor in an area where many
fathers are itinerant farm laborers who return to San Antonio
only in the winter months.
For this neighborhood San
.Antonio has proposed an educaI tional mall and an industrial
mall which will run two miles in
length, and be built where housing has deteriorated beyond salvation. The malls will be connected to each other and to many
small existing patch parks by a
network of bikeways and walkways, which will provide recreFORUM-DEC-1967

ation and transportation
school ancl jobs.
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SEATILE will use a proposed
transit corridor (highway on
top, rail on bottom) to provide
the city with a continuous greenbelt of sit-in parks, playgrounds
and recreation areas. "It will be
possible," explains Edward Devine, as istant to the mayor, "to
walk along a greenway five
miles through the heart of the
city to the arboretum." Along
this green spine at major
interchanges will be three "communities"-clusters of schools,
housing, and shops.
The area is one of Seattle's
oldest, mo t convenient, and most
beautiful sites, pinched on a
mile-wide strip between Lake
Washington and Puget Sound.
It was originally settled by
lumberjacks at the turn of the
century when the Douglas fir
on the surrounding hillsides
was being logged. Today it is
mostly a Negro community with
some second- and third-generation Japanese living in shabbyto-decent frame houses.
The transit corridor 'Plan is
the outgrowth of an urban design study for a mass transit
system for Seattle. If coupled
with the greenbelt idea, the
highway will be reduced from
eight to four lanes and be financed by a three-way contract
between Federal, city, and state
governments.
Although
the
highway is not on the Interstate
system, Devine said, "We are
taking [Secretary of Transportation] Alan Boyd at his word
when he said he would finance
the right combination of good
urban design and transit."

ATLANTA hoped one of the
byproducts of preparing a model
cities application would be a new
esprit de corps in the depressed
area; still, no one expected to
see the Grand Dragon of the Ku
Klux Klan and leaders of the
black nationalists sit down at
the same conference table. But
they did, at a model cities planning session. Both were residents
of the proposed model cities
neighborhood, and wanted to
work out a housing plan for the
area's 47,000 inhabitants, hem-

med in by an inner belt railroad
system. The problem: how to
get high population density
without building highrise apartments, and still do away with
the existing substandard frame
dwellings jammed together? The
problem is compounded by a
distinctly Southern tradition of
a detached house and a plot of
ground for every family.
"We don't want to swap a
vertical ghetto for the one we
have now, with elevator crime
and all that,'' said Dan Van
Sweat, Atlanta's model cities
administrator. "And what do
we do with 47,000 people during
reconstruction 7 Maybe mobile
homes?" Mobile homes particularly interest Atlanta, since
ghetto residents are highly transient, coming in from rural Alabama and Georgia: one elementary school in the Capital
Avenue district last year had
100 per cent turnover.
To this end, Atlanta has
asked for funds to study new
building techniques and materials - "Maybe a Habitat¥"
Van Sueat asks-and to examine building codes and new concepts with a joint task force of
building industry
engineers,
architects, and city officials.
GARY, Indiana, will try to solve
the problems of the old town
by building a new one on a
gently rolling, wooded site six
miles south of Gary. The new
town will offer multiple-choice
housing
with
single-family
dwellings, garden apartments,
and clustered townhouses. With
the new Interstate 65 opening
a direct truck route to Indianapolis and New Orleans, the
new town hopes to lure steelrelated industries such as
stamping plants or metallurgical research firms.
The theory behind the plan
is to establish a kind of voluntary population interchange between the ghetto's residents,
mostly Negro, and the ghetto's
former residents, the Poles,
Serbs, Croatians, Slavs, and
Russians who came at the turn
of the century to work the steel
mills and who are now scattered
throughout
Gary's
suburbs.
Their shops, churches, and as-

sembly halls in the old town
still operate; but will the Americanized second- and third-generation children come back into
town to live near their old folks T
"It will take money," believes
Bill Staehle, director of planning for Gary. "International
villages all over the country are
doing a booming business with
shops,
restaurants,
bakeries.
Living in the center of the city
is more convenient, and with
good schools and housing, they'll
come back." Gary plans a national design competition for
the new town as yet nameless.
CAMBRIDGE, Massachusetts, i
a ragbag of dilapidated houses,
neat, middle-class frame dwellings, light and heavy industry.
This is the Cambridge that nobody knows. It sits in the lee of
land-hungry giants - Harvard,
MIT, NASA, Polaroid-which
are eating away the residential
neighborhoods piecemeal.
Cambridge will use its model
cities funds to erect a battery
of legal barriers against real
estate speculation and insane
market pressures. Proposals include such devices as private
agreements among landowners
not to violate land uses mapped
on the Cambridge city plan; a
prohibition against the eviction
of tenants and the imposition
of rent controls for the twoyear period following the sale
of property; more stringent
zoning; encouraging entrepreneurs to develop private housing on city-owned land, such as
the dump.
What is most noteworthy
about the Cambridge application, according to Justin Gray,
assistant to the city manager, is
the degree of grass roots involvement. "It has rallied a
whole new spirit. It is the residents themselves who have
plotted our model cities proposal, not the giants. . . . We paid
for 25 monographs prepared by
Harvard Law School, MIT, Harvard Urban Center, Engineering,
and so forth, on city problems.
For the first time we are harnessing those intellectual skills
which have been in our town,
but not part of it. And we intend to go on using them . . . "
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SUN, SHADOW
AND STEEL
150,000-sq.-ft. plant is an exercise in light and scale

The most difficult thing to grasp
upon first seeing the new Milwaukee plant for Inland Steel
is its size: for example, the concrete base under the lower slot
of windows and ventilators
(photo and section, below) is
about 6 ft. high, and even a tall
man walking past the plant
would have to stand on tip-toe
to get a glimpse into the build-

ing through the glass. And the
total height of the facade detail
shown here is 45 ft.-<>r better
than three stories of a typical
office structure.
So the nrchitect, William P.
W enzler, had to solve two problems above all others : first, how
to design a building that would
meet his client's functional requirements ; and, second, how to

design a building that would not
dwarf the people working in it.
He solved both with style and
with economy ( $] 3.56 per sq. ft.).
The functional requirements
ll"erc relatively sirn pie: a plant
that would produce the components for the SCSD schools to
be built in California (see our
April '65 issue). The basic layout of tl1e plant was predeter-

mined, as was the column spacing. Continuous rail and truck
roads would pass through the
building just inside its long
uorth and south walls. Entrances
would be at the east and west
ends, and future ex:pansion was
contemplated toward the north.
There was only one serious problem-a hair-raising schedule,
under which constrnction of the

plant had to begin within three
weeks after the architect had
been commissioned to design it !
In solving the functional progam requirements, W enzler decided that, obviously, this plant
should (among other things)
demonstrate the versatility and
elegance of his client's products.
So he used not only an insulated
steel curtain wall, but a steel

truss-deck framing system developed specifically for the
SCSD schools. This spans in the
short direction of each structmal bay and forms the roof of
the plant. (The bays measure
50 ft. by 80 ft.) It is expressed
on the exterior by the distinctive sunshades (below) that
punctuate the west, south, and
east facades of the building.

Combination windowand-ventilating slots
open views and
clear the air of fumes

More difficult than the solution
of the functional problems of
the plant was the solution of the
problem of scale.
To reduce the huge dimensions
of the building to a scale understandable to (and comfortable
for) the people who would work
inside the building, W enzler did
two things: first, he placed a
mezzanine over the entrance

areas at the east and west ends
of the plant, so that workerenter the building under a ceiling height of 14 ft. before they
get into the taller ( 40 to 45 ft.)
spaces of the plant itself. And,
second, he introduced a continuous slot window-and-ventilator
all around the perimeter of the
plant. This slot is 2 ft. high and
its sill is located 2 ft. above the

main manufacturing level of the
plant (see section, page 39).
This means that most workmen
inside the huge space can look
out of the building in all directions-an important psychological asset-and that there is a
double-scale established within
the plant: the very big scale of
the industrial operation, and the
eye-level scale of the men who

actually direct the operation.
To supplement the light and
ventilation supplied by the eyelevel slot around the base of the
plant, W enzler introduced a
second glass-and-ventilator slot
just under the roof structure,
and a series of roof monitors
to help light the center areas of
the plant. The high glass-andventilator slot is shaded on three

sides by the projecting steel eyebrows that give this building it
distinctive character (below).
This combination of clerestory
lights at different levels and roof
monitors in the center of the
plant effectively eliminates the
glare that might have resulted
from a single source of natural
light. Moreover, the ventilation
grilles at two levels effectively

eliminate the welding fumes generated in the plant. These fumes
have been known to make crane
operators, working high up
above the manufacturing :floor,
groggy and dizzy enough to constitute a serious hazard. The
natural ventilation through the
two slots of grilles, combined
with some mechanical ventilation,
has solved the problem.

Simple and bold forms,
and the play of light
and shade, dramatize
the owner's product

More and more industrial plants
being built today seem like
"high-styled" packages wrapped
around an operation which the
package designer did not really
understand.
This plant is a refreshing exception. It is a clear-cut statement of function, and an attempt to establish an understandable scale. It is built with

its owner's products, used about
as elegantly as they have ever
been used, and as rationally.
Although, in this particular case,
the plant layout and operation
were, in fact, predetermined, thu
final result is a neat and unpretentious integration of plan,
function, materials, and form.
And by using the owner's
products boldly and with imagi-

nation, the building succeeds in
being an excellent advertisement
for those products-without recourse to trademarks or other
packaging devices.
This plant is the first unit in
a large complex: already an office building, using similar details, has gone up on the other
side of the road; and the plant
itself may soon be expanded.

FACTS AND FIGURES
Inland Steel Products Co., Calumet
Road Plant, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Owner: Inland Steel Products Co.
Architects: William P. Wenzler & Associates, in association with The Engineers Collaborative, Ltd. Landscape:
Genesio A. Simottl & Associates. General contractor: Jos. P. Jansen Co.
Building Area: 150,000 sq. ft. Cost :
$2,012,000
(excluding
land,
fees,
equipment).
PHOTOGRAPHS : Robert A. Dorn, Cilento Studios Inc.

FOCUS

FULFILLMENT IN BOSTON

Unlike mo11ume11tal motion pictures, Bosto11 City Hall is delivering everything promised in
the previews. Looking very much
like the competition-winning
drawings by .Architects Kallman,
McKinnell & Knowles, it rises
commandingly on piers over the
hub of Government Center, a
60-acre wedge of downtown Boston. The need for public access
dictated the composition of the
building's volumes and voids.
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Visitors will enter at the southwest corner (right in photo
above) to the first levels, enclosed in brick-a reminder of
historic architectural neighbors.
These initial floors will accommodate bill paying, licensing,
and voter complaints. From this
level, steps lead up to the central court, which is open on all
sides and to the sky. Suspe11ded
into the coUI-t are council chambers on the west (expressed in
the extending concrete hoods,

above) and municipal reference
library 011 the east. The mayor's
office (photo right, over construction sign) dramatically rounds
a corner and provides him with
a view overlooking Faneuil Hall
and Boston's fishing wharves.
The highest plateau comprises
three office floors seldom or
never trafficked by the public.
Mayor-elect Kevin H. White
and his city administration are
scheduled to move in next
spring. Meanwhile, the rest of

Government Center grows apace.
A private high-rise office tower,
designed by Edward L. Barnes,
may be seen in the background
of the photo above and at 2
o'clock in the plot plan at right.
Proceeding clockwise, buildings
include the Sears Block (renovated); Two Center Plaza by
Welton Becket; John F. Kennedy Federal Office Building by
TAC. Light gray hatch indicates
proposed buildings. Faneuil Hall
is at high noon.
FORUM-DEC-1967
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SQUARING THE CIRCLE

New York's Guggenheim Museum was provided by its architect, Frank Lloyd Wright, with
a concept for highrise expansion on the northeast corner of
the site (see early drawing).
With that as its genesis, the
7,300-sq.-ft. annex (below) is being carried out by the Frank
Lloyd Wright Foundation. The
Guggenheim's familiar circles
and smooth concrete facades
(once described by Wright as an
"unbroken wave") here give way
to octagons and squares cast in
low relief (right). The addition
adjoins both the main building
and the cylindrical, corner administration wing. The rectangular structure is suspended on one
side from a truss and supported
on the other by a wall at the
property line. The truss, level
with the fourth-floor tier of the
grand ramp spans the length of
the rectangle. This permits the
ground-floor area to remain fully
open for deliveries. Two floors
with high ceilings are gained by

FLOORS 16-21

FLOORS 2-14

TOWER FOR THE AGED

Indianapolis, Ind., at last a
grudging convert to Federally
funded urban renewal (Sept.
'65 issue), has been given a persuasive argument for public
housing in Evans Woollen &
Associates' 21-story apartment
dwelling for the elderly (above).
The building can be read at a
glance and should inspire confidence among no-nonsense Hoosiers. It is a simple visual statement of program requirements:
one- and two-person apartment
units. Eight concrete structural
walls, which project beyond wallto-wall windows, delineate the
width of apartments; fire stairs
46

at either end indicate apartment depths by marking the location of the double-loaded corridor; the stepped-out floor near
the top divides single- and double-occupancy floors and consists of co=on space--lounges,
meeting rooms, and balconies.
Angled precast spandrels (detail, above left) vary the play of
light and shadow.

the expansion. They will be used
for storage, maintenance, and
assembling of exhibitions, thus
freeing the top spirals of the
grand ramp for gallery space.
Projected vertical extension may
reach as high as ten stories.

AN AUTUMN NIGHT'S DREAM

A new generation of Chicagoans
got their first view last month
of what is, paradoxically, one of
their oldest and best-known architectural environments. The 79year-old Auditorium theater
(right) by Adler and Sullivan
was given a glittering revival,
after 26 years of disuse, with a
performance of A Midsummer
Night's Dream by the New York
City Ballet. But the night's
celebrity was Louis Sullivan,
whose "presence" eclipsed all:
the murals, the gilded plaster
mouldings, the gently soaring
arches. From the stained-glass
skylight (six panels of which
anived too late for installation)
down to the carpets (specially
manufactured after his design)
Sullivan's delights were sulfused
in the soft amber glow of carbon-fillament bulbs. Today's science-minded sophisticates, though
properly dazzled, gave special
praise to the engineering feats of
Dankmar Adler: the unobstructed sight lines, the structural
soundness, the hydraulic stage
equipment. Above all, they marvelled at his largely intuitive
genius for acoustics. The restoration by Harry Weese calls for
reinstatement of gold leaf decals
on the facing of boxes and ceilings, and for introduction of air
conditioning. Whether or not the
4,200-seat Auditorium can prove
economically viable, remains to
be seen. Said Beatrice Spachner,
principal fund-raiser for the
$2.25 million project: "One hurdle at a time."

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pages 44-45, Barbara
Abraham. Page 46 (top left), Robert
Young; (top and bottom, right) , George
Cserna. Page 47, Richard Nickel.
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ADVANCED CENTER
FOR THE RETARDED
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The new Harris County Center
for the Retarded is unusual. It
is, first of all, the country's only
center for the mentally retarded
built and operated through community funds, the local United
Fund supplying two-thirds of
the cost and the Hill-Burton
program the remainder. Secondly, it is the country's most comprehensive facility for the retarded. All facilities except residential are here-preschool and
high school classes, recreation
and therapy, sheltered workshop,
psychological
testing,
medical and dental programs,
research.
Architecturally, too, it is unusual. The Houston Post writes
that the new center, designed
by Barnstone & Aubry, "is being acclaimed by many as the
outstanding institutional building complex in Houston. And remarkably, there is nothing institutional about it." This is deliberate. As Howard Barnstone
explains it, "they said to us, if
you design special facilities for
the retarded, it will be impossible for us to teach them how
to live in a nonretarded world."
True, there are special features. There are, for instance,
wheelchair ramps auxiliary to
stairs. (The incidence of physical disability among the mentally retarded is not high-perhaps
20 persons among the 500 children and adults now using the
center are in wheelchairs.)
There are observation areas between classrooms, for teacher
training. There is a bathroom
in each classroom (a number
of the retardates are not toilettrained). There are small windows in the classrooms, since
distraction is a serious problem
for the retarded (making a
strange sameness, says Barnstone, between the retarded and

AREA
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For a wide variety of facilities, a
campus plan seemed suitable. The
workshop, for instance (left, and
foreground in aerial photo, above), is
somewhat isolated from the rest of
the complex. The drive to the class·
rooms is also separated from the
main entrance, and smooth-surfaced
for rollerskating. The site is one of
the few high points in Houston,
leased by the city at $1 per year,
with the request that the center not
feed off the adjacent parkway.

the PhD student in this regard). The swimming pool is
only 4 ft. 6 in. deep, and has
no diving board. Finally, there
is the therapy building's special
training area called "The
Apartment," enabling r etardates to learn the rudiments of
everyday living.
But none of this gives the sixbuilding complex an institutional aura. Appropriately so. The
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View toward main entry (top left)
shows student therapy building in
foreground (3 on key plan), a concrete frame structure built on 90-ft.
piling over what was previously a
garbage dump. Large scuppers were
the cheapest way to get rid of water
from the large expanse of roof, says
Barnstone; there are no internal roof
drains. Main entry to administration
building (2) has deep beams at
stairway (middle). "Our engineers
tell us we needed this," says Barn stone; "at $1,400,000, there was no
money for anything unnecessary."
Classrooms (1) are load-bearing
masonry (bottom), with poured-fnplace concrete roofs. Balcony over
arcade is barricaded for safe use.
View (right) is from main entry (2)
into classroom court (1).

center is philosophically the polar opposite of an institution
where the retarded are "put
away" for a lifetime. Frank
Borreca, executive director of
the center since 1956, believes
strongly that for the good of
the retarded and their families,
retardates should remain at
home. The goal of the center is
to train as many as possible for
a productive role in the community. Some former students
work in town; some work at the
school as teacher aides and
maintenance personnel. Those
who move up only from classroom to workshop in a sense
represent something of a failure
-by the retardate or the center
in not proceeding further with
training, or by the community
in refusing to accept them into
jobs for which they are fitted.
The Harris County Center is
only the first of many facilities
expected to be built along these
lines. State officials throughout
the country are quick to see the
economy of a system that precludes room and board. (The
Houston center is, however,
thinking of adding a residential
building, an eight- or nine-story
building on the geriatric principle of providing separate
apartments for tenants who do
not require full institutional
care. This will be an increasingly important need as medical
knowledge enables retardates to
outlive their parents.)
Because the center is a prototype for a new kind of treatment, and because it is an architectural solution of distinction,
hardly a week goes by without
visitors. One such was an eminent architect from the East
who afterward stopped in at
Barnstone's office to give a gratuitous design crit. "It was all
very fine," said Barnstone, "but
if we'd done it his way, it would
have been two or three times
our $16.50 per sq. ft."
No one-day visitor can measure the changes that the building has brought to the people
using it. Absentee rates are
markedly lower, says the executive director. Among retardates,
attendance is largely a reflection of parental motivation, but
staff absenteeism, too, has
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dr opped ron iderably. There i
gr eater motfration in learning,
he believe , and among the
trainable retardates, many more
arn now moving from classroom
to work -hop. Esprit de corps in
the workshop is extraordinary.
Use of the center is already up
to lrvels projected for 1970.
The center has a sense of
community, but not of a elo ed
one. All tho e who use it go
home at nicrhl. The local chool
system ha a cooperative program wit h t he center, ancl an
"ad ult
education"
program
bring · in an additional group
of retanlates who come only in
the evening. The auditorillln i
rented ou t to private group ,
and the center also serve a a
polling place. The workshop i
a serious indu trial enterpri e,
and now that it al o look like
one, the center get many mor<'
large subcontracts than it did
prC\·iously (the most recent
from l\I axwell House, for the
attachment of a special promotional item to the standard container of coffee). All contract.
are competiti vcly bid; rates
paid to the retarded are brlow
the minimum wage, but are controlled by the Department of
Labor for the amount of work
the r etrurded can do.
Architecturally, the complex
is comfortable without being
boring, and interesting without
going thrnugh what Barnstone
calls "gyrations.'' The design is
a product partly of low-cost
and low-maintenance necessities, partly of an attitude that
respects the wish of the r etarded person to live, as far as
possible, a self-sufficient life in
the community at large.
FACTS AND FIGURES
Student therapy bu i lding (3, and top
left) has cafeteria , auditorium, swi m ming pool, therapy rooms. Upper
floor (m iddle) looks out toward administration (2) and classroom un its
(1) . Construction throughout is designed for low cost and low maintenance. Workshop (5, and below) is
a concrete frame building, with parking at ground level and a precast
roof of 60-ft. clear span. Construction costs for the workshop building
were well under $10 per sq. ft., says
Barnstone, probably between $7 and
$8 per sq. ft. Total costs averaged
$16.50 per sq . ft.

Harris Count y Center for the Retarded,
Inc., Houston, Texas. Architects: Howard Barnston e and Eugene E. Aubry.
Landscape
architect:
Ralph
Elli s
Gun n & Associat es. Engi nee rs: R.
George

Cu nningh am

(structural);

D.

Dana Price (mechanica l desig n); Joe
E. Lee & Associates (m ec h anical supervision).
Furn ishi ngs
consultant:
Sally Walsh, Wilson Stationery &
Printing Co. General contractor: Baxter Constructi on Co.. Inc. Building
area: 90,000 sq . ft. (including canopy,
covered pa rki ng areas, and covered
play areas). Cost $1,400,000 (including furnishings, landscaping, and
f ees).
PHOTOGRAPHS: John T. Hill.

THE PRIDE

OF

KANSAS CXTY
By DONALD HOFFMANN

1

Burnham &; Root's Board of
Trade building, completed in
1888, has been praised by
the British architect, James
Stirling, as "the toughest
building <Jf its period on
either side of the Atlantic."
But tough as it is, it is now
being destroyed to make way
for a parking lot.
Em· lier this fall, when the
building was boarded-up but
not doomed, the Forum had
it photographed by Richard
Nickel, who has long been active in efforts to preserve
Chicago School architecture.
Donald Hoffman, who wrote
the commentary, is the art
critic of the Kansas City Star
and author of The Meanings
of A1·chitecture: Buildings
and Writings <Jf John Wellborn Root, published this
month by Horizon Press.
This story was prepared in
the hope that a way could be
found to save the building.
Now it can serve only as a
historical record.
On June 30, 1888, when the
Board of Trade moved in, Burnham & Root's new building was
the pride of downtown Kansas
City, Mo. But over the years
the site (210 West 8th St.)
proved to be too far north, and
slightly west, of the best commercial area. In 1925, the Board
of Trade moved southward. The
old building was surrounded by
wholesale stores and garment industry lofts.
The design of the Kansas
City Board of Trade building
had its genesis in the early
1880s, when Burnham & Root
entered a competition for the
Board of Trade building in
Chicago. Root prepared several
entries, including one said to
have provided a clear separation
FORUM-OEC-1967

of the graiu trading hall and
the rental office space. The
Chicago competition, however,
passed through intrigues and
ended in a fiasco.
Root, then, was far from excited when, in 1886, the Kansas
City Board of Trade announced
a similar competition. But this
time the competition was to be
conducted under rules approved
by the Western Association of
Architects (which was to merge
in 1889 with the AIA).
The competition attracted more
than 50 entries, yet Burnham &
Root were slow to respond, even
though they had been offered
$1,000 on an invitational basis.
Root reportedly started and completed their entry on a Saturday
before packing for Europe.
Root's design derived not only
from his entry in the Chicago
competition, but from his
thoughts about the Auditorium
in Chicago (page 47), a great
commission just landed by Adler & Sullivan. Their solution
was simply a colossal mass,
housing three separate functions.
Root's interest in greater
articulation of spaces and functions was realized in the H plan
of the Kansas City Board o.f
Trade. The building was divided
into two major wings linked by
a monumental entrance arch,
skylighted court, and boldly rising elevator tower.
The location of the grain
trading hall at the top of tbr
west wing was indicated by the
giant arcade and by the ornamented gables. The east wing,
containing most of the rental office space, was handled with com ·
parative simplicity.
One entered the building
through the great round arch,
and either climbed the double
stairs to a gallery serving the
mezzanine offices or passed
through the court to the eleva-
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At the top of the west wing (fac ing
page), arched windows and a gable
decorated with terra cotta indicated
the location of the grain trading hall
(bottom right). The tall windows and
coffered ceiling of the hall had been
obscured with peeling black paint.
The main entrance to the building,
between the two wings (below right),
was a low-springing brick arch, surmounted by a balustrade with terra
cotta ornament (left).
tor . The monitored skylight was
carried in part by cast-iron
columns. The court was an impressive
spatin l
experience,
while the mezzanine scheme was
clearly a device by which Root
ought to provide an additional
"fir t" floor for lnrge commercial
occupants.
The trading hall comprised the
entire fifth floor of the west
win 00 • It presented an unobstructed space 59 ft. by 115 ft.
beneath an elliptically arched
and coffered ceiling, suspended
from a scissors truss system. A
. mall balcony at the sixth-floor
level was once the vantage point
for observing activity in the pit.
Later, disfigured and painted
black, the hall remained a magnificent 19th-century space.
Outside, the Board of Trade
was faced on three sides with
pressed brick and ornamental
terra cotta in a matching ruddy
hue. Water tables and string
cour es divided the facades horizontally at the second, third,
and fifth floors. The massively
modeled corner pier , curving as
if under the strain of containing
enormous volumes, were a countering vertical force.
Finally there wa the tower,
pondrrou. yet thru ting toward
lhc Midwestern sky. It cannot
be explained simp ly as a utili1arian
tructure: much of it
rose above the level of its mechanical equipment. Root once
said that- had he got the jobbc would Jrnve designed the
Auditorium in Chicago so that
the eparate functions would be
united "with · a tower which
hould b'.oom like a ro e." Plant
fo1111s appealed a much to Root
a Lo Louis Sullivan or, later,
to Frank Lloyd Wright.
If the Kansa City Board of
Trade was a transitional building in the development of the
modern high office block, it was
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nonetheless mm·h more than
simply a Ri chanlsonian Romanesque pile. John Root already
was sensing a vertical expression of the new building-type;
that is the real meaning of the
Board of Trade' tower.
Root's later buildings, particularly the l\fonadnock Block in
Chicago and the Mills Block in
San Francisco (both designed
before Adler & Sullivan's Wainwright building in St. Louis),
-tand as hi crowning achieYements. Yet the Board of Trade
was an important step. It, too,
was one of those buildings that
Root himself described as "sincere, noble, and enduring monuments to the broad and beneficent commerce of the age."
In the end, the building was
the victim of uncertainty. It was
still partly occupied as an office
building in July, 1965, when the
Mid-Continent Mart Redevelopment Corp. proposed a $17.5mi llion apparel ma.rt on four
blocks that included the Board
of Trade site.
Prcsen-ari on ist circulated petitions and prepared for battle.
An inventory report was filed
with the Hi toric American
Buildings Survey, and the effort
led direc11~' to the formation of
the Missouri Valley chapter of
the Society of Architectural Ilistorians.
From the Uni,·ersity of London, Nikolau. Pev ner wrote: "It
cad to think that a city of
the civic pride of Kansas City
cou ld even con ider demolishing
the old Boa1«1 of Trade building
. . . a powerful piece of architecture in which no effect has
been left to chance."
A small group (composed
mostly of young architects),
organized as the Citizens to Save
the Old Board of Trade Building, offered several possible program. for tlw bui lding: as an
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Inside the main entrance arch was a
two·story, skylighted lobby. Marble
stairs on either side led up to the
mezzanine (facing page), where iron
columns and balustrades showed a
prodigious variety of patterns. A
close-up of a ground·floor column
(left) shows how light passed throu gh
glass inserts in the mezzanine floor.
An exterior close.up (below) shows the
intricate patterns of terra cotta string
courses, window trim , and colonnettes.

office building primarily occupied by architects and engineers,
in which the Producers Council
might have it headquarters and
various companies might exhibit
products; as a downtown extension centel' for the Kansas
City Art In titute, the University of l\Iis ouri at Kansas City,
or the Kansas City Museum. But
tho e suggestions drew no immediate respon e, and no ang<'l
ever stepped forth.
At the request of a city councilman, however, the mart corporation agreed not to begin
land acqui ition until financing
for the enlire project was in
hand. E arly this year the corporation revealed that it had no
ftnancing. It has since been
granted two 120-day extensions
to perform on a revised redevelopment plan, which does not
include the Board of Trade
property. But t he damage was
already done: tenants of the old
building had movecl out. Thn
owners had had the heat and
electricity turned off and the
doors locked.
While the building was still
being used, a survey and study
of it was made by Theodore
Seligson, a Kansas City architect. He estimated that the rentable space could total only 70,000 to 100,000 sq. ft., bu t that
the building could be rehabilitated for about $1 mill ion. After
month without heat or maintenance,

remodel ing cosf-s won lcl

have approached $2 million, Scl·
i~ on estimated.
To make the old building
commercially attractive, a rehabilitaLion of the surrounding
bli..,.hted area would also have
been needed. At least until that
wa accompli heel, some institutional use would have bad to be
fo w1d for the building. None of
Kansas City's institutions came
to the rescue.
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SURPRISE

IN
SUBURBIA
BY DONALD-DAVID LOGAN

Becau c of the enlightened attitude of a town planning commis ion, the courage of a pair of
young developers, and the talent of Architect Landis Gores,
the town of Fairfield, Conn., can
now boast of a small (70 units)
residential development unlike
any to be found in more posh
neighboring towns.
Nor is any such development
likely to be found nearby for
. ome time to come, for the zoning codes of most towns in the
area prohibit clustered housing
in residential neighborhoods. The
result is, generally, the all too
well-known kind of development
co nsisting of single-family houses
strung out aero s the coun tryide, with treets, driveways, and
handkerchief-size private yards
eating up the balance of the
landscape.
Fairfield's zoning code, on the
other band, under the designation "Design-Residence o. 1,"
goes so far as to permit garden
apartments in new areas, provided certain control requirements as to density, area of
ground covered, and building
height are met.
Gores, a Connecticut architect,
kept these stipulations in mind
while responding to the clients'
program of one- to three-bedroom apartments and townhouse
-together with a few units of
a type that would attract attention to the project's uniquene s.

The architect's answer to the
latter reque t was to provide
the row of single-story houses
along the east bounda.ry-twoand three-bedroom units which
are planned around an interior
open co mt (opposite). Ea.ch of
the c units bas a two-car garage
beneath. Cul-de-sac parking areas
erve the apartments along the
west and the townhou es at the
other two sides of the 2-acre interior park. A second bank of
townhouses was possible at the
north side as their main living
areas face a large public park
that borders the 5%-acre site.
With cars, drives, ancl service
areas kept to the perimeter of
the property, the interior park
could retain mo t of its oricrinal
trees. With additional landscaping, this park was designed to
erve as a commons for the entire project. It i afe from car ,
a sheltered playground area for
children easily observable from
mo t of the units; and though
residents tend to relax or entertain only immediately adjacent
to their own quarters, the size
of the park adds a feeling of
paciousness to these activities.
With a site plan so new to
Fairfield, Gores decided it was
best to appear before the town
planning commis ion - and the
project's traditional-minded prospective tenants-with units that
looked fairly conventional. Hip
rnofs, for example, were cho en

-·---~

Mr. Logan, a new contributor to the
Forum , is an art history student at
Columbia University.
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for the apartment and townhouse units as being most commonly in use in the urrounding
area. The repetition of this motif docs bring the scale of these
long buildings closer to that of
adjacent individual homrs; but
one may question the contradictory practice of merging two individual units under a single hip
roof, without distinguishing between them in any way (plan,
left; lower photo, opposite).
The review board, while generally favorab le to the project,
l id ask that the two dead-encl
parking areas should be connected. Besides the loss of additrees and a possible decrease in the number of units
which could be fitted onto thl'
site under the present scheme,
this would have introduced a
traffic pattern through the site,
which Gores definitely wished to
avoid . Happily, a compromise
was reached whereby both parking areas, and the drive that
serv ices the courthouse garages,
were widened, thus giving emergency equipment access to all the
units. This did involve the loss
of a number of tr ees on the
east side of the property, which
would have afforded greater pTivacy from passing traffic. A rcchanneled stream now :flows
through a deep moat here and
acts as a divider between passing pedestrians and the pr oject.
Upon completion, Strathrnorl'on-the-Park was fully occupied
in record time, and the owners
went on to complete a simil ar
plan in Portland, Maine, wher e
they are the town redevelopers.
During the past year other builders have approached Gores to develop p lans for such projects
elsewhere in Connecticut. But
opposition from local zoning
board hns kept these proposals
on their shelves, gathering dust .
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FACTS AND FIGURE S
Strathmoor·on ·the· Park, Fairfield, Conn
Owners : Donald Tarinelli and Bernard
Gi lhuly. Architects : Landis Gores and
Fielding L. Bowman . Consultants : Bon·
nesen Associates (structures); Tizian
Associates (mechanical plant); DiMartino Associates (site utilities). General
co ntractor: Pa lmer Tarinelli Constructio n Co. Building area: 87,400 sq. ft .
Cost: $1,167,650 (construction), $152,790 (site work) .
PH OTOGRAPHS : Pedro E. Guerrero;
page 60 , Morgan Kaolian.

This page: plans of typical apartment
and row-house units. Top left: garden
side of apartment building. Bottom
left: garden side of one-story row
houses. Opposite page: interior garden used as comon playground; and,
below, one of automobile access
roads and parking lots on perimeter
of development.

OF ORDER
AND
DISORDER
I am going to follow the unusual practice of saying what I
am going to be talking about.
This may be particularly useful
in connection with such terms as
"Order and Disorder,'' which
have so many meanings that almost anything one says can be
interpreted to bear on themjust as in the case of dreams
and the libido, according to
Freudian dream interpretation.
I am thinking of what a poet,
whom I hope I will be allowed
to quote, has said in a very short
grook•:
Everything's either
Concave or -vex,
So whatever you dream
Will be something with sex.
Nobody believes more strongly
in the laws of nature than the
magician. Because he has experienced, so to speak on his own
body, what it takes-not to
break the laws of nature, but to
make it look as if he were breaking them. And nobody believes
more strongly in the necessity of
specialization than people who
have experienced, as I have, the
amount of knowledge and skill
demanded by each of several
fields. It has given me more and
more respect for the specialistand, at the same time, less and
less respect for the way our
civilization imposes specialization upon all of us.
Specialization is necessitated
by the very amount of skill and
knowledge it has come to comprise. That is the respectable
reason for specialization. But
there are a great many other
motivations that work toward
the isolation of the specialist.
* "Grook" is M1·. H ein's name for hiB
own kind of poem--ED.
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SCIENCE
AND
ART
AND THE
SOLVING
OF
PROBLEMS
BY PIET HEIN

One of them was expressed by
no less a person than Julius
Caesar, when he said that he
would rather be the first in a
village than the second in Rome.
Another motivation is the expert's interest in building up hi
own position by making the gulf
between himself and the layman
as wide as possible-a tendency
which makes every professor a
potential enemy of his own
topic. And there are many other
motivations that do not operate
in the best interests of humanity.
The present degree of specialization may be necessary. But
not the present kind. What
would one think of a travel
bureau that knew everything
about a certain country but had
no idea of where that country
was situated on the world map 'I
An outline knowledge of the
place of one's special field in the
wider context of human activity
and knowledge should be recognized as belonging to the basic
facts of any field.
The borderlines are heuristic,
organizational means, justified
because they are practical. However, one should not carry his
faith in them so far that these
borderlines become obstacles.
Yet this is happening, and it
provides us with this definition
of man:
Man is that animal who himself draws the lines that he himself stumbles over.
One of the lines we have
Mr. Hein, the Danish poet and scientist, has left his mark on many
disciplines, including architecture, city
planning, and the visual arts. This
article is adapted from a speech he
delivered at the International Design
Conference in Aspen last June. The
theme of the conference was " Order
and Disorder."
PHOTOGRAPH : Henri Dauman-LIFE

drawn most deeply and most
often stumble over is the line
between the two half-worlds
which C. P. Snow called the
"'l'wo Cultures." I think it is
lightly misleading to call both
of them "cultures." Before Snow
published his book, I called them
Culti m and Technocy, respectively. For better or worse, t he
fir t one builds on tradition, on
former cultures; and the second
one is nontraditional, having its
roots directly in the soil, in nature. Only a combination of the
two will provide us with a really
ferti le human attitude.
The great potentials of the
designer (and much of the confusion as to his position) spring
from the fact that his field is
placed across tha t borderline between Cultism and Technocy.
The gap is much deeper even
than Snow thinks. It is so well
esta blished that, in order to
gain a reputation for being a
sage in cultural matters, one
need only show the accepted
ignorance of, and contempt for
ciencc and technology. And to
be regarded as a scholar in the
sciences one need only show a
imilar attitude toward humanistic studies. In fact to be considered well-versed in both fields
it should be sufficient to show
absolu te igno1·ance of eitheT.
Now, where does the line lie
between the field of the designer
and neighboring fields? Why is
there a p lace in the pattern for
the designer at all ?
It is a widespread lay attitude
to admire the technician becau e
he can calculate his way to the
on ly right solution of a problem.
This is a very strange basis indeed for acclaiming somebody as
a moclcrn Super man--that he is
FORUM-DEC-1967

just an accessory to a slid e rule.
The truth is quite the opposite.
A technician is sometimes worth
admiring exactly because he cannot arrive at a result by mean
of mere calculations-and arrive at it nonetheless.
This hap pens " ·hen the problem canno t be explicitly stated.
When it can, the olving of it is
mere tabl e and slide rule work.
When it canno t, it is what I
would call an implicit problem,
and the most demanding part of
it is the molding of the problem , your orientation in it.
My experience with the different fields in which I have
established some footing has
hown me that there is no more
misleading word than "Art." It
is a truly magic word ! You need
only pronounce it, and all art
goes out of art, and only fakery
and snobbishness are left. But if
you pursue the intrinsic r eality
in art, then you are left with the
creative process- which is the
same in all art forms, from
painting and poetry, to cience
and technology.
To put it briefly : Art is solving problems that cannot be
formulated before they have
been solved. The shaping of t he
question is part of the answer.
That is bow the creative process works even in the most
exact fields-just as it does in
the recognized art forms. You
have to do an immense amount
of work treacling the paths
across your field-and then deposit it all in the subconscious.
And out of the subconscious
come new, m1expected, roundedoff units-which t hen, in science
and in technology, have to be
tested by confrontation with
empirical facts . (B ut that is a

secondary featm c, the rule of th e
game within those art forms.)
The subconscious is as nece sary as the handkerchief which
the magician put over his top
hat. The rabbits couldn't come
into being inside the hat without that handkerchief. Not for
any mystical reasons, but for the
very reason that consciousness
requires explicit questions and
answers.
The t rue creative process, the
solving of implicit problems,
which is the same throughout
human activiLy, i the source of
all art and the true human characteristic - the one functiun
·which the computer s may never
take over.
When technical probl em are
too underdefined for a single,
fixed solution to be arrived at on
the basis of strictly technical
factors, there is a choice which
cannot be made on a strictly
tehnical basis. So there is room
for drawing upon other co nsideration -cyb-0rnetic and psychological. And esthetic-which is
just another name for t he others.
Technical problems most often
arc underdefined; t he opportunity of choosing better or worse
solutions-that is the sphere of
the designer.
If he sees bis place in this
context, he will produce order
in the only sense worthy of the
name. I f be doesn't see his connection to the rest of human
activity a nc1 if he, instead, sees
his interest in isolating his field,
he will produce disorder.
There is no such thing as
absolute order. There is no such
thing as absolute disorder. We
wouldn't want either of them if
there were. The designer's place
is somewhere between the two

extremes, making use of both.
But we can say something
about which kinds of order and
disorder arc fertile for us.
The organic world, life, evolution, the process of leru:ningthese raise the level of order.
But the mater ial of the organic
world is disorder, random noise.
Order is not a fL'<ed, fossilized
system. Order is a growing and
changing, intelligent thing.
Democracy depends upon open
possibilitie · and upon experimentation. We have stressed the
minimmn of equality of opportunity o much that we are close
to permitting democracy to end
up in conformity, which is incompatible with its nature. Democracy depend on difference.
To discard Order or Democracy or Rationalism after our
modest experiences with them to
date is to follow the fluctuations
in the world of fa hions.
The world is f ull of people
who act according to the thesis
t hat the opposite of a stupidity
is the oppo ite stupidity.
But the opposite of any stupidity is wisdom.
The true place of the designer
is in the wider context of the
living order of human activity,
and not in an i olated position
where he can make himself artificially interesting.
His art is the same as all
other true creativity. And-if
I may encl up by quoting the
poet once more:
There is
one art,
no more,
no less:
to do
all things
with artles ness.
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"I wanted to solve the functional
problems of the house, of
courne," says Richard 1\Ieier,
"but I also wanted io go beyond
thi to ideas that transcend Lhc
purely functional solution. Whal
I was dealing with here was lhe
expression of direction
movement, the distinction
tween enclosure and openne ·show to fit a suburban house, for
instance, between two others on
either side of it."
The site in Darien, Conn., i
not a typical suburban lot, by
any means, but a large wooded
plot that slopes gradually up Lo
a knoll, then down to the rocky
edge of lhe Long Island Sound.
"In a sense you enter the hons ~
as soon as you turn into Lhe
drive," says l'lfeier (see site plan,
below left). The garnge is intentiona lly free of the hon e, hut
with the garage set at a 45-degree angle, the direction of
moYemenl in the whole de ign
is establisl1ed. Further on i
the entrance to the house itself
(below), a flat facade approached straight-on. It i only
past this facade, and inside the
house, that the direction of
move111enl reasserts itself, and
the eye is again drawn diagonally, across the house and out lo
the water. The location of the
entrance ramp, not at the center
of the facade but near one encl,
is part of the directional theme,
as an imp licit indication of
movement to follow.
l<.,rom the enclosed facade,
whole house opens up in what
i\feier calls "a 180-degrce exp losion." The structure creates and
reiterates this effect; the entry
facade is a beiu·ing wall from
which woocl framing span
across to a line of ]ally columns
just in icle the window wall.

The house i n't at the high point
of the site, but just down from
it, on land that slopes gently
towards the water. Entry, on
the approach side, is at midlevel, into living room and
master bedroom, up to children's
bedrooms and library (up fmther to the roof terrace), and
down to dining room, kitchen,
and maid's room.
The same quality of diagonal
movement implicit in the site
plan i repeated in the interior
space; the dining area at ground
level (the near corner in these
photos) opens upward to living
room and entry; the living room ,
in turn, is open diagonally upward to library and bedroom
corTidor. The vitality of tbe
hou e derives partly from thi ·
directional energy, partly from
the spatial complexities, partly
from the exqui ite detailing and
proportioning.
Meier calls the house
intellectual exerci e, and one
can see its debt to other intellectual exercises-there is a
planar quality t hat is similar to
early Le Corbusier projects and
a rhythm that is evocative of
northern Europe's de Stijl explorations.
The house is heathed in redwood siding (cypress being difficult to get at the time), and the
smface painted white. "It's more
than just my likes and dislikes,"
says the architect, "but what
seems right for the house."
The rear of the house is open
the waterfront in three directions" a 180-degree explosion," as the
architect calls it, from the almost
solid entry facade. Entry is at the
middle floor; top floor has bedrooms
at the front, and the upper part of
the living area facing the water;
bottom floor has kitchen at front,
and dining area facing the water.
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Although the house is open to
the water on almost three side
of' the building, the whole view
is never acccs ible all at once;
the viewer is never as if on a
vast beach, with the view spreading out on all ides. Insteaa,
there are reference points-mediating events-between the viewer
and the view: both man-made
(the chimney) and natural (a
pine tree ju. t beyond the house).
'fhe fu:epla ·e also serve to cut
off and frame the secondary view
(right), which is straight across
the Sound, setting it apart from
the main view, which i diagonally into the rocks and beach (left,
above and below) .
"'fhe owners don't talk about
the house in the e terms, of
movement and space and direction," says l\fcier, "but I can see
that they enjoy it this way. It's
a very Jiyeabl e house."

FACTS AND FIGURES
Residence for Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Smith ,
Darien ,
Conn .
Architect:
Richard Meier. Engineer: William Atlas
(structural). Genera l contractor: Ernest
Rau . Constru ction cost: $27 per sq. ft.
(includ ing landscap ing and built·in
furnishings, excluding land and fees).
PHOTOGRAPHS : Ezra Stoller.

Left above: from the entry, the main
view diagonally out to the rocky inlet.
Left below: same direction , the floor
below. Right: the view from over the
entry, down to the dining area, and
out to the secondary view. Below: in
the living room, towards the entry.
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ARCHITECTURE : ACTION AND PLAN.
By Peter Cook. Published by Reinhold
Publishing Corp ., N.Y. 96 pp. Illustrated. 7 3A by 6 'h in. $5.50 (cloth),
$2.45 (paper).

noted to substantiate, to give
credibility and Tespectability to
the Archigram position, which
heretofore may have been lacking. Alternately, a distinction is
made between Archigram images
and those of the early moderns
of the 1920s and 1930s. Having
discarded "vestigial styling"automobile as carriage (equipped
with a McLuhan rear-view mirror-the early moderns started
on machine styling of buildings,
still practiced by our mainstream architects today, in which
there is little new organizationally. Cook looks much deeper
than styling.
In his recent books, The New
Brutalism: Ethic or .Aesthetic,
an obituary, and Theory and Design in the First Machine Age,
Reyner Banham observes the
clear discrepancy between practice and the ideal, "a record," be
says, "of disappointment." Banham, however, continues to believe that architecture should
and can be "an objective approach to building, deriving
from the unprejudiced scrutiny
of facts," to quote Colin Rowe's
review of the latter book. Cook
shares this belief, as do many of
us. He explains that architecture of the historic past used a
static language; that of the immed iate past (the 20s and 30s)
usecl a style expressing the dynamic; while that of the future
may actually embody the dynamic. This i , then, a new ideal.
But images, though they arc
valuable, will not alone bring
about the reality.

REVIEWED BY JOHN M. JOHANSEN

As with all previous writings and
drawings of Peter Cook, the main
concern is with Image: the image
in history; the image as poetic
vision which precedes its technical realization today; and,
looking forward, the image as
liberating idea in the establishment of a new phase in architectural revolution. First of all
the word, Image, by definition,
means mental or pictorial representation of a thing, rather than
the thing itself. Specifically,
Cook is concerned with the inspirational vision, the pictorial
aspect, the persuasiveness of the
drawing, in the Beaux Art tradition still; with images of
new organization, and with images of a proce s by which human life, using modern technology, can be better accommodated.
Historically, there i no doubt
of the value in the liberating
idea; the poetic or intuitive
statement of a truth yet unrealized. Both Freud and Ein tein
admitted to having given scientific proof, organization and usefulness to concepts previously
stated by the romantic poets,
authors, and artists of the 19th
century. Poetry and the arts
have, in fact, often anticipated
science. Peter Cook's images are
a valuable part of this historic
phenomenon. The quotations:
"gestural architecture," the making of a "theatrical point,"
"architecture feeding off cultural
and technical situations in other
fields," "symbolism," "embellishment to basic thinking," " howoff," "the avant-garde creates
archtypes," "the inspiring rather than the reasonable"; are all
statements which unashamedly
reveal Cook's concern for the
visual image.
H istoric precedence in the use
of image and liberating idea is
Mr. Johansen, a n arch it ect whos e
buildings h av e appea red often in the
Forum, reported in o ur Septe mbe r
' 67 iss ue on the new isl and -m i nes
in t he Gulf of Mexico.
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Top down : an illustration from Tcher·
nikov's 101 Fantasies; City, by Hans
Holleon; City structure, c . 1964, by Arata
lsozaki (member of the Japanese 'metabohst' group); Plug -on City, 1964, by
Peter Cook.

Another concern which Cook
expresses is for architecture not
as a preconceived image but as
a yet unseen byproduct of other
conditions. This idea comes more
from technologists like Fuller
(search for high strength weight
ratio), sociologi ts, behavioral
scientists, and bumani ts representing the new ethical interest
in the human condition. Cook i ,
or has become, a humanist and
insists such values can exist
within his images: "architecture
creates environment out of human condition"; "architecture as
extension of the human body" ;
"architecture as embodiment of
social idea"; "creative use of
sociology"; "reconciling new

technology with living pattem "; though not original,
the e arc tatements which conduce u of this. However, these
id£·als have no convincing conncdion with hi pictorial images.
.According to the classification
of the approaches to urban design by Franc;oise Choay in
L'Urbanism, Utopias and Realities, Cook would take a position
between the "Tcchnopians" and
the emerging "Envirorunentali t ." He is surely a teclmopian,
but an environmentaJjst, one
feel , by claiming to be one m
order to win acceptance of his
fir t love : his image of a new
urban structure.
Industrial processes and other
nonarchitectural structures such
a
Cape Kennedy launching
gantries and electronic equipment eem most often to inspire
in Cook the visual image. It is
the e already built structures
which make his images valid. In
some case they have, in addition, inspired for architecture
new structural organizations.
"Urbland," as Melvin Charney
describes it in Parallel, is
an "operative model that seeks
to anticipate where we will live,
. . . is disinterested in what it
will look like . . . is concerned
with the pos ible organization of
the new environment." This lack
of concern for appearance is
quite the opposite approach
from that which leads to his
definitive visual images. It is
"the e ordinary devices" or "organizing ideas," however, which
are the more valuable contribution. But even the organizations
are images, not realities. I doubt
if the architect will determine
this organization, for it is the
industrialist, city planner, the
entrepreneur, the politician, the
engineer, and behavioral scienii t who actually will come to
know the processes and determinants of the new organization.
The architect may preside, may,
in fact, coordinate or synthesize,
but if he presumes to know or
determine these processes or organizations, he i back in imagery: the image of an organization, and perpetuating the void
which Banham has observed between the ideal of the 30s and
the reality which came short of
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it; in this case between what
may be merely a second machine
style, and really new proce ses
aud organization yet unknown
to the architectural profession.
When he say that "some far
more viable set of operations i
seen to add up to somethingnot a style, not even a discipline,
but some indefinable set of operations which have been intelligent and appropriate," he
speaks of a very new attitude
toward planning and design; one
which does respect determinant
yet undefined. This position
frees Cook from the accusation
of being a new sty list.
Cook's concept of organization, applicable at any scale,
house or city, is basically what
we have known as "cage and infill." He describes again the concept of prefabricated interchangeable components and the
"leap from instinctive design to
computerization" which prefabrication implie and lends itself
to. This seems to be the likely
direction. But if "architectlll'e
becomes a science rather than an
instinctive art" what p lace is
left for the fanciful image, one
wonders, which Cook holds o
dear? Is the image a device used
only during periods of stylistic
resignation and regeneration?
.And computerization during periods of established scienti fie
design proccs es~ Beyond the
vi ual or organizational image
are found other valuable observations . .Architecture is not "any
longer the dominant method of
organizing citie "; "zoning laws
and highway engineering definr
the basic environment"; "architecture is the infill"; "the transition of value
from action
through circum tancc to concept
remains the basic process"; "the
fascination of architecture is
method and creation, not just
the final objects"; "architecture
will be infinite and transient";
"architecture as part of a total
design trategy." .As well as
containing the original thinking
and the .Archigram image to
date, the book is a very up-todate catch-all of advanced thinking.
.A good part of this small
book is taken up with attitudes
toward architecture in general:

ways of looking at or recognizing qualitie of architecture, analyses of space, sequence and
experience, scale, and
iting.
This I'm sure is useful to student and lay reader. However,
it tends to classify this book as
a primer. It is certainly more.
The book is most worthwhile.
Though not altogether new to
some of us who know Cook, it
is interesting to any seriou
reader of architecture; a "must"
for all architects-students or
those in practice who claim to
be "with it." In the past five
years or so the regard for Peter
Cook
and
.Archigram bas
changed markedly from that of
amused tolerance to that of serious respect. To me and a few
others, the influence of these
young men is to be regarded as
major. .Accurate or no, the e
images free us from the comfortab le cstabli hment of today's
architectural design. It remains
to be seen, however, whether in
the next 20 or 30 years these
images arc proven, by those who
will be in charge of building, to
be i·omantic ideals, and a style,
or to share Banham's hope, that
they are truly conceived, and
this time become a reality.

LOST NEW YORK. By Nathan Silver.
Published by Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass. 242 pp. Illustrated. 9 1,4 i n. by 111,4 in. $15.00.

In the c:rrrent excitement about
saving vestiges of an older New
York, it is certainly timely to
be reminded of what has already
been lost. Nathan Silver's book

is more than just a nostalgic
catalog of these losses.
In bis introductory text, he
examines the role of old buildings
(and other objects) in the city
and makes a convincing plea for
"conservation" as a higher goal
than mere preservation. Conservation, as Silver defines it, means
keeping whole buildings and
nrighborhoods a working parts
of the city. It requires thorough
understanding of the city as a
complex system, and coordination of all community powers to
maintain and improve valuable
clements of its form.
Only occasionally, Silver argues, are estbetic and historical
reasons strong enouo-h to justify
preserving structure that have
no real function . He points out,
however, that much of what is
de troyed in New York (as elsewhere) is not functionally ob olcte. Many excdlent tructures,
performing well, fall victim to a
tangle of arbitrary or haphazard
forces: taxing and zoning policic , real estate values, and accidents of site acquisition. What
replaces them (or what they are
converted into) often functions
less adequately than. the original.
With a well-organized policy of
conservation, a city could gain
new phy ical assets without the
witles de truction of existing
ones.
In Silver's crapbook of Xew
York's lost assets, which take
up the major part of the book,
the causes of many needle s
lossc are detailed. There is, for
in tance, the problem (especially
acute in New York) of a sembling sites for large projects. It
i easier to tear down a Pennylvania Station, a :Metropolitan
Opera, or an .Astor Hotel than
to acquire a block of shabby
little buildings nearby. At least
one of Tew York's great as ets
was lost because it was too well
loved: the open top decks of
Fifth Avenue buses were eliminated because patrons rode happily for hours on a single fare.
His selection of examples
i remarkable mainly for its
breadth. There are of cour c the
lost man ions and churches, but
there are also amusement parks,
subway kiosks, and even less
(continued on page 96)
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PIETILA
REBEL IN
FINLAND
BY EDWARD MARC TREIB

Among recent buildings in Finland, the works of Reima P ietila
stand as the signposts of a new
direction. H is two most recent
buildings, the church at Tamp er e
and the student union (called
Dipoli) at Otaniemi, lay a firm
foundation for greater freedom
in generating achitectural fo rms.
In Pietilii's first major structure, the F innish P avilion at the
Brussels World's Fair of 1958,
he used a rectangular grid, but
broke through its restrictions by
fragmenting wall and ceiling
planes. In these two buildings,
be has completely broken the
fetters of geometry.
TAMPERE

The brick-faced concrete " chutes" that enclose the
Tampere church rise on a low hill at the end of the
town's main street (above) . Inside (left), their bare
concrete surfaces show subtle gradations in brightness as t hey splay outward from full -height windows .
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In 1959 the Kaleva Congregation at Tampere decided to
build its first chur ch, with the
architect to be chosen through
an open competition. The site
was a superbly located knoll in
a re idential sector of the city.
Pietilii's scheme was awal'ded
first prize, and he was selected as
the architect . Economics, politics, and discussions brought
about changes in the final building (among them: reducing the
Yolume by 15 per cent and a reversal in materials from raw
concrete on the exterior and
brick on the interior to the
exact opposite), but the basic
architectural character has been
retained.
The church building is a
"clearly ambiguous" form statement, ever changing to the moving eye. From afar, for example
from Tampere's main street, the
flat-roofed structure looks like
a solid, rectangular block. It is
only as one approaches and begins the ascent of the hill that
the play of light (when the sun
does shine) and the jagged roof
silhouette clarify the moving, angular-curvilinear form of the
structure.
The last segment of the approach places the observer within the embracing, extending
force of the great curved forward wall ; it is at this moment,
for the first time, that one
grasps the scale of the rising
Mr. Treib holds a Bachelor of Architecture degree from the Un iversity of
Florid a a nd spent the y ea r 1966-67
in Finl and on a Fulbright grant.

"chutes." (From the rear, on the
other hand, the piling up of attached
auxiliary
structures
shows just how high t he church
actually is.) Unfortunately, the
actual entry into the building
is the most disappointing part
of the experience. There is insufficient transition in scale from
outside to inside, and the impact of the f ull height is lost.
In spite of its many angular
and fragmented elements, the
sanctuary is basically a resolved
and quiet space. The intended
beams of light across the floor
appear-quite effectively - only
in early morning and late afternoon. Too often, the church ball
is filled with omnidirectional
light. (It was a functional requirement that the windows be
cleaned from the inside; thus
minimum window width is determined by a man's working
space. A floor-to-ceiling wood
sculpture is planned as a partial
screen for the wide window behind the altar.)
The greatest movement within
the sanctuary is caused by the
subtle, yet powerful, slope of the
choir gallery. Despite its many
shortcomings, the church interior presents a fine feeling of
unity and resolution, and an excitement of a different kind from
what the drawings suggested.
One of Pietilii's greatest virtues
is that the detailing at the
smallest scale reflects the same
care and feeling as the larger,
more dominant forms: all the
smaller elements work together
toward reinforcing the overall
design concept.
The related spaces, including
a smaller chapel and approximately 15 additional rooms for
social and educational purposes,
provide a fine experience in spatial :fl.ow. Unnoticed light sources
play delicate, yet strong, accents
along the paths of travel that
link these rooms.
The structure was built with
a cavity wall of slip-formed,
poured-in-place concrete, with
exterior wall of pale y ellow-tan
brick. Trim and furniture are
pine, and :flooring is sand brown
clinker. The ceiling is of r ock
wool between steel channel sections, with acoustical boxes of
varying depth above them.
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OTANI EM I

Dipoli, the new student uniou at
the Finnish Institute of Technology at Otaniemi, differs completely from the Tampere church
in both site and scale. Yet it
embodies the same freedom in
form and movement-this time
carried into the third dimension.
The institute opened its central, Aalto-designed complex in
1964, but in 1961 a competition
had already been initiated foi·
the new student union. Pietilii!s
entry (designed with Raili Paatelainen, whom he later married) was chosen as the winner.
The building accommodates a
far more complex program than
one would imagine at first
glance. In addition to the necessary student functions (rooms
for the student government,
party and meeting rooms for the
students, four cafeteria lines and
two snack-bar lines, and a small
theatre) there are also central
facilities for the international
conference center, which operates through the year, and a
first-class public restaurant. It is
to the architect's credit how
simply and gracefully the entrances to the facilities are separated, and how easy it is to
move through the building.
The competition entry bore
the name "the caveman's wedding march," and it is indeed
difficult to imagine a more expressive title. The building sits
boldly among the trees, quietly
rippling and moving under the
great pulsating roof. A walk
around the bnilding reveals a
strong contrast between areas of
looser, freer forms and those of
a more rectangular natm·e. Dipoli is entirely sheathed in copper, which Pietila hopes will
mellow to a color similar to that
of the surrounding trees. Likewise, it is planned that the now
seemingly disparate boulders
placed at the base of the structure will prnvide surfaces for
growing things-that time will
aid in a site-building merger.
(In winter, the snow already effects this merger.)
The
path
of movement
through the building from the
pincer-winged entry is a march
from dark to light. Just inside
the entrance is the dark, gently
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winding, boulder-faced "Hall of
the Teekaris" (technical students' nickname) which contains
the coat and rest rooms and
leads to the student governlllent
offices and a beer-clrinking cavern for the students. Highlighting
is provided by single spotlights
and the inviting brilliance of
daylighting from upper, but still
unknown, sources.
From here stairs lead directly
to the four serving lines, where
the skylight sources become apparent; or a turn to the right
offers a view of promised brightness in the main stair hall, which
leads to the series of festival and
eating spaces. These were conceived as weaving and plastic
spaces, providing a series of
varied-size areas which are
capable of opening to form
dance or celebration rooms for
up to 1,300 people. H uge doors,
superbly related in detail to the
whole, divide the spaces into
smaller, noise-proof r ooms for
ordinary occasions. Here the
roof, unlike that of the Tampere
church, comes alive, weaving and
twisting. Even in the smaller
meeting rooms the ceiling is not
a neutral plane but takes an acti,·e part in the defining of the
spaces.
The pine woodwork on the interior is excellently detailed; the
window mullion divisions (wood
or steel, sheathed in copper)
are "active," they are never
bland in proportions or divisions. The roof is poured concrete, as are wall segments,
floors, and roof beams.
The criticism that some of the
forms are awkward and uncontrolled is in many ways justified.
The complexity of the structural
system, moreover, raises doubts
about the validity of these forms.
Whatever might be said in formal architectural terms, one visit
to a student party in Dipoli
shows how nearly perfect the
building is as an expression of
the not-always-entir ely-earnest
student spirit.
Dipoli demonstrates Pietilii's
mastery of an especially r isky
design approach. W ithout the
discipline of either geometry or
structural system, he has produced a thor oughly consistent
work of architecture.
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Broad stairs (right), flooded with light, lead up from
Dipoli 's cave-like lower floor to its ballrooms and
dining rooms (below) . Here, spaces can be divided
by ingeniously detailed sliding walls of pine, fitted Into
slots at the valleys of the undulating concrete roof.
FACTS AND FIGURES
Kaleva Church, Tampere, Fin land . Arch itects: Reima
Piet ila and Raili Pa atelain en . Seat ing c apacit y: 1,050
(nave); 80 (choi r). Cost : approxim ately $1,190,000.
Dipoli Student Uni on, Finn ish Institute of Technology,
Otanleml, Finland. Architects: Relma Pietila and Ra i li
Paatela inen. Building area: 11 2,980 sq. ft. (10,500
sq. m .). Cost: approxi mately $3,3 13,000.
PHOTOS: Marti I. Jaatinen; page 74, Ra i l i Paatelainen .
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whereby fl.ash-flood water from
the riverbeds was chanelled
through aqueducts into two series
of large cisterns. But the most important finds were the biblical
scrolls (Ecclesiasticus) and the
scrolls of the Dead Sea Sect,
definitely predating 73 A. D.
The exhibition, arranged by
George Him, has attempted, by
use of photographs, models, and
exhibits, to convey the significance
and excitement of the expedition.

New York City until February
18. It will be shown in the next
two years in Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, Dallas, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, and Wa.ehington.
Masada, Herod's royal citadel,
located 1,300 ft. above the western
shore of the Dead Sea. and overlooking the Judean Desert, was
LARCENY OF BAUHAUS LORE
built between 37 and 31 B. C. as
Attention:
Bauhaus friends, antia defense a.gs.inst the Jewish rebi:ils
quarians,
civic-minded
citizens.
and the threats of Cleopatra. The
ruins were first discovered and STOLEN I 150 pounds of scholarly
correctly identified in 1838, by an books (some from the Busch-Reisinger Museum) and papers on the
American, Edward Robinson.
From 66 A. D . to 73 A. D ., Bauhaus. Also personal letters
Masada was the site of one of the from Kandinsky to Howard Dearstyne, two cases of handwritten
most dramatic episodes in Jewish
history : the siege and revolt of the notes on 3 by 5 in. cards, and a
Jewish Zealots against the Roman carbon copy of a manuscript conarmy of Titus. In the first century taining 14 chapters for a book on
Palestine was under Roman occu- - the Bauhaus. Place: parked car
in Chicago.
pation. When, after constant guerIt is superfluous to say how preilla warfare, Titus conquered and
cious these documents are and
destroyed Jerusalem and the Temhow irreplaceable their loss. Any
ple, the outpost of Masada (which
the Zealots had seized from the clues leading to their discovery
should be addressed to Howard
Romans in 66 A. D .) alone held
Dearstyne, Dept. of Architecture,
out. Under the command of EleaIllinois Institute of Technology,
zar ben Yair, they held siege until
Crown
Hall, Chicago, Illinois
73 A. D. when the concerted attack of Flavius Silva and his 60066, U. S. A.
Roman legionnaires 'rendered their
resistance hopeless. Rather than
surrender, they chose mass death,
the last man setting fire to the
PLANNERS VS. PALMS
citadel.
Miami, Fla., is the center of one
The finds are manifold: the palace (terrace, below), royal cham- of America's fastest-growing metbers, baths, storage rooms built by ropoli tan areas, now housing more
than one million people. But durHerod; mosaics of the first century; rare coins of the period of ing the explosive growth of recent
the Jewish revolts ; the earliest years, its downtown core has
known synagogue; remnants of grown only shabbier.
In a belated effort to revive
food (grains and salt); and physical remains of the Zealots. Of spe- downtown, the city authorized one
cial note is the water system, of the world's biggest planning

·oESl&N

*FOOTNOTE
Biggest pop-The tour silos shown on
the opposite page are located close
to downtown Minneapolis. They are 80
ft. high and 35 ft. in diameter, each,
and they are part of a paint com·
pany's manufacturing complex. So, one
day recently the management decided
to spruce up the silos and paint them
In bright colors to resemble giant
cans of paint, stacked up in pairs.
" The reaction," according to a com·
pany spokesman, "has been extraordl·
nary." Go West, Andy Warhol!
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firms, Doxiadis Associate~, to draw
up a master plan and a. series of
detailed proposals-at a fee of
about $250,000.
It would be hard to detract
much from downtown Miami's
concentration of cracked stucco
and parking lots, but-in one of
its .first proposals-the Doxiadis
firm has found a. way. As a key
element in their plan, they have
proposed to build a convention
center in the 50-acre Bayfront
Park, one of the city's pitifully
few open spaces on Biscayne Bay
(see map). Preliminary plans
show the center as a complex of
buildings 1,000 ft. long, with park-

ing for 680 cars, access roads, etc.
To make up for the near obliteration of the present park, the plan
envisions filling in 360 ft. out into
the bay, reducing the strait between the park and the nearest
man-made island (Miami's new
seaport) to a. mere canal.
The local AIA chapter has assailed the Doxiadis plan with a
speed and vehemence that architects rarely muster. While emphasizing their support for downtown
revitalization, they have denounced the convention center
proposal (a.long with some less
significant- parts of the plan) in the
press, on television, and at public hearings.
The architects contend that
other nearby sites, including an
area. of soon-to-be-abandoned piers
just north of Ba.yfront Park, could
accommodate the center without
closing downtown's only window
toward the bay. The Doxiadis site
has the approval of the city government, which apparently hopes
to exploit public land in its effort
to spur private investment and increase the tax rolls-in other
words, to try to get something for
nothing.
But any planning proposal for
the city of Miami must be approved by the Dade County Com-
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missioners. Following the advice of
their Metropolitan Planning Department, the County Commissioners recommended on N ovember 21 that the city investigate
other sites.
REWARDING AN ALUMNUS

Harvard has commissioned an
Australian (now a Torontonian),
John H. Andrews, as the architect
for its new Graduate School of
Design. The new building, to be
located just outside Harvard Yard,
across from the apse of Memorial
Hall, will consolidate all activities
of the school in one center. The
departments of architecture, landscape architecture, urban design,
and city and regional planning
have burgeoned into five older
buildings around the Yard.
Although alumni and others bad
hoped for a. competition, initial
reaction to the selection of the
34-year-old Andrews is favorable.
He bas Dean Jose Luis Sert's commendation as "one of our most
brilliant alumni of recent years,"
and world-wide acclamation for bis
Scarborough College in Toronto
(May '66 issue).
The school already has pledges
of $8.5 million toward its goal of
$11.6 million, and fund-raising is
now turning toward the 2,600
living alumni of the GSD. The
proposed building will require $6
million (plus $1 million for the
site); and the remaining funds
will be part of a far-reaching effort
to strengthen all programs in the
design disciplines.
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WATERFRONT REBIRTH

After New York City announced
plans for a. new passenger ship
terminal (right) on Manhattan's
Hudson River last summer, the
city decided it might as well go
all the way and revitalize a major
section of Manhattan's run-down
West Side adjacent to the proposed terminal. Furthermore, the
city had the daring to seek help
from an architect 3,000 miles a.way.
The man selected is James
Stirling, the noted British architect, winner of the 1965 Reynolds Metals International Award
for his design of the engineering
laboratory at Leicester University
(May '65 issue). He has been
hired by the New York City
Planning Commission (in cooperation with the Port Authority) to
make a study of the development
potentials of the area and of what
might be built there. It is Stirling's
first design commission on this
side of the Atlantic, and he will
carry it out in association with
New York Architect Arthur Baker.
The section under study (from
40th Street to 57th Street and
from 9th Avenue to the river)
now consists largely of automobile
equipment concerns, small hotels,
and apartment buildings, run-down
tenements, and a certain amount
of open space. About 40,000 people
live there, who, under the proposed plan, would not need to be
relocated.
Plans for the consolidated $76.5
million passenger ship terminal
call for construction of six ship

berths on the site between 46th
and 50th Streets, now occupied by
three piers. The terminal will not
only fulfill the normal functions of
a pier, but serve as a recreational
area as well, allowing residents and
tourists to see and visit passenger
ships; it could also be used by
naval vessels on weekend visits.
The New York City Planning
Commission and the Port Authority will each pay half of Stirling's
$50,000 contract, which includes
expenses. His report is due midFebruary.
BARRIERS FOR BROTHERHOOD

Chicago's proposed "International City" (below), a project of the
N .A.A.C.P. (Chicago chapter),
would form a microworld, festooned like Camelot on jousting

day. In their own words, the "sort
of Disneyland approach" would
demonstrate "how men of all backgrounds can work together for a
common goal." But it may appear
to less buoyant spirits like a gingerbread ghetto.
The concentric, walled cloisters
provide each participating country
with what can only be called
"separate but equal" facilities for
exhibiting its history and culture.
Countries would be further segregated by gates. Visitors would require "visas" to cross "boundarieo."
To complete its air of alienation,
the whole would be located on an
island in Lake Michigan, accessible by causeway and monorail.
It is not, we hasten to add, an
amusement park. Over 12,000 people would actually live here, according to a principal planner and
promoter, the Treasure Island
supermarket chain.

COMPETITIONS
SEASIDE CONTEST

New York has announced an
AIA-approved competition open
to all architects eligible to practice
in New York State. The subject is
a. moderate-income, limited-profit
housing complex for an oceanfront
site in Brooklyn. Anonymous
donors have put up a. $5,000 first
prize (to be awarded along with
an architectural contract) and
$5,000 more to b e divided among

runners-up. Philip Johnson is the
chairman of the jury, which also
includes Jose Luis Sert of Harvard, Donlyn Lyndon of MIT,
Romaldo Giurgola. and Charles
Abrams of Columbia, Richard
Ravitch of the HRH Construction
Corp., and Samu'il Ratensky of
the city's Housing' and Development Administration. B. Sumner
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Gruzen of Gruzen & Partners is
professional adviser. Those wishing to compete must write expressing their interest by midnight, Januii:ry 2, 1968, to Mr.
Gruzen, Office of Planning Design
and Research, Housin6 and Development Administration, 110
Church Street, New York, N.Y.

-TRANSIT
INVIDIOUS COMPARISON

On the same day last month,
HUD Secretary Robert C. Weaver
and DOT Secretary Alan S. Boyd
descended on the Bay Area to
praise two strikingly different
modes of transportation: rapid
transit and cable cars. After all
was said and done, the cable car
looked like the best bet.
Weaver was there to dedicate
the nation's first "rapid transit
parkway,'' a 2.7-mile landscaped
strip running along the right-ofway of BART's elevated track
structure. Standing under the concrete bulk (below), Weaver called
the HUD-financed project "urban
beautification in the truest sense."
He added : "It enhances the area
by productive use of open space
created through construction of
the new aerial rapid transit line
which, in itself, is an exciting innovation."
That should come
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New Yorkers and Chicagoans, who
have had plenty of experience with
"aerial" lines-all of it bad.
Weaver didn't spoil the occasion
by bringing that up, nor by mentioning the fact that BART is
some $150 million short of funds
to complete the system and doesn't
know where to get the money.
Boyd was there to dedicate the
renovated cable car barn, and he
took the occasion to point out that
San Francisco's cable cars (sample
below) are "the only transit system people are not only willing,
hut genuinely want to ride." By
all the laws of obsolescence, he
noted, the 94-year-old cable car
"ought not to have outlasted other
forms of transportation that at
first looked more durable; but here
it is, fresh and frisky as ever, not
just surviving but thriving, carrying more people than ever."

-DISPUTES
WHAT IS A TIDELAND?

Why England's King Charles rewarded his brother James, Duke of
York, with nearly 400 sq. mi. of
New Jersey swamp in 1664 is unclear, but no such magnanimous
gesture is apt to resolve the question of its ownership today. Values
have changed. Though still a
swamp, it includes the 20,000-acre
Hackensack River Meadowlands
lying unused just across the Hudson River from the Statue of Liberty's "huddled masses, yearning
to breathe free" (above).
The State of New Jersey-whose
Commissioner for Public Affairs
Paul N . Ylvisaker has prepared
five conceptual proposals for Meadowlands use, ranging from intense
development to open parklands
and sanctuaries-claims the tidelands by right of eminent domain
over Charles's grant.
Last month the New Jersey Supreme Court upheld that claim in
a title suit brought by Mrs. Catherine O'Neill of Ramsey, one
of 517 such titles existing in the
Meadowlands. But once reaffirmed,
the "state's rights" were not established in Mrs. O'N eill's case. The
court ordered a retrial. Still at
issue: whether or not her tract
met the definition of tideland.
Since the court also ordered the
state to shoulder the "burden of
persuasion" in each of the many
suits expected as a result of its
decision, it proceeded to lay down
guidelines. Tidelands, it said, were
lands covered by water at high
tide, now or at any time since
1664. "This is not to say that all
land below that level is tideland,"
the ruling continued. "The land in
fact must be tide-fl.owed, and

hence interior land which is below
that elevation and which the mean
high tide does not reach naturally
is not tideland."
Title and mortgage companies
promptly predicted that 10,000 to
14,000 acres will be deemed "interior," thus falling outside the
state's eminent grasp.
Meanwhile, legislation proposed
by Commissioner Ylvisaker, creating a commission to supervise the
reclamation of the Meadowlands
according to a regional master
plan, appeared doomed. Republicans, voted into control of both
houses in the November 7 elections, voiced scorn for the bill's
commission, which would have
land-use control.
While legislation languished, the
state's lower courts threatened to
be inundated with title claims-and the Meadowlands lay quiescent. Only their potential remains
undisputed.

PEOPLE
PILOT PLANNER

Paul Lester Wiener, head of
Town Planning Associates of New
York, which he founded with Jose
Luis Sert, died on November 16
in Munich. He was 72 years old.
Best known as the developer of
numerous pilot plans for cities
in South America, Mr. Wiener
also designed, with Charles H.
Higgins, the American Pavilion
at the Paris Exposition of 1937.
More recently he had served as
site planner or consultant for such
projects as Gateway Center in
Minneapolis, the Downtown Community development in Syracuse,
N.Y., and Washington Square Village and the McCombs Bridge
urban
renewal in New Yark.
,.
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A PHOTOGRAPHER'S Gl"S

The first of George Cserna's photographs that I recall was an enlargement of a 35 mm shot of the
Seagram edifice on Park Avenue.
This cramped negative was not
simply a detail; it caught the large
building, plaza and all, looking
downward from the roof of the
Racquet Club across the avenue.
The photograph was compelling
because it was clear, calm, inclusive, graceful, and not pretentious.
I remember turning the print over
to see who had taken the picture,
and being quite surprised when I
was told he had brought it off
with such a small camera. Architectural photographers of that
time still traveled only a little
more lightly than Matthew Brady,
and the more equipment they
brought along, the less agile
seemed their eye, the more marked
their mannerisms.
In the years since the Seagram
print, George hns taken many
more fine photographs, all with
the same visual candor, bringing a
great deal of natural daylight,
verite, back into architectural
photography. In the doing he has
become a stalwart of that small
group of professionals upon whom
the magazines-and the architects
too-are quite dependent. He, like
the others, seems to be always on
the road, or in the air, on his way
to help us see something.
Another reason I admire George
is that I think of all photographers
as being Hungarians, perhaps because of the charm and adaptability essential for success in that
field, and George really is Hungarian, born in Budapest. He came
to the U.S. at the age of 32 in
1951. He and his wife Gisele travel
for pleasure as well as work. His
Christmas card tells you where
they have been; it is always an
extraordinary photograph. To the
right are five such cards from a
prized collection of Cserna Christmases: top left, Orvieto, 1964; top
right, Chartres, 1963; center, Yuriria Pundaro, Mexico (this year's
card, a hauntingly appropriate one
just now); bottom left, Assisi,
1965; bottom right, Santiago de
Compostela, Spain, 1962.
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PHOTOGRAPHS: Page 15, Cervin Robinson (top) ; The Washington Post
(bottom); ROl/ Berkeley (right). Page
£6, Herblock fo The Washington Post
© 1987. Page 88, Phil Palmer (middle).

Engineered Lighting

Breakage Resistant Glazing Reduces Costs, Protects Students

PLEXIGLAS®...excels at school
Facing Panels: Distinctive exterior designs, warm areas of
color, and creative sculptured effects are achieved through the
color and three-dimensional form of facing panels of
PLEXIGLAS acrylic sheet. School fascias of PLEXIGLAS are
economical to install. Many distinctive panel designs are
readily available from fabricators conveniently located
throughout the country.

resistant, easy to maintain and has time-proved resistance
to discoloration.

Glazing : The elimination of glazing replacement costs and
increased student safety are strong reasons why PLEXIGLAS
is being installed in schools. PLEXIGLAS is many times more
impact resistant than window glass. It is rigid, crystal clear,
highly weather resistant and easy to cut on-the-job and
Lighting : Lighting lenses and diffusers of PLEXIGLAS provide
install. Solar heat and glare problems in school rooms can
optimum visual comfort for the demanding seeing
be solved through a selection of transparent
PLEXIGLAS gray and bronze tints.
tasks of the classroom. Their light transmittance
efficiency delivers maximum light to desk top and
Write to us for the following descriptive
chalkboard. The precise light control characterliterature: 1) Innovations in Facing Panels of
istics of PLEXIGLAS eliminate annoying glare. In
PLEXIGLAS (PL-730); 2) PLEXIGLAS in Lighting
addition, PLEXIGLAS is light in weight, breakage PHILADELPHIA. PENNsvLvAN1A ism s (PL-443); 3) PLEXIGLAS Window Glazing (PL-465).

ROHM
DiHAAS

A

®Trademark Reg. U.S . Pat Off,. Canada and principal Western Hemisphere countries. Sold as

0ROOLAS®

in other countries.

.
Rocky M ountain N a tiona l P a rk Ad ministration B uilding. Owner : National Park Service, George B. H a r tzog, J r., D irector . Ar chitect: E d mond T homas Casey,
T a liesin Associated Architects of The Frank Lloyd Wrigh t F oundation. Genera l Con t ractor : K u n z Construction Co., Arva d a, Colora d o. S t ructur a l Fabricator:
P eCo Steel Corp. (formerly Ala ddin Iron & S teel Corp.).

Location: Rocky Mountain National Park, Estes
Park, Colorado. Exterior: bare USS CoR-TEN Steel
that "paints" itself as it weathers and needs no painting. CoR-TEN steel develops a tight, dense, attractive oxide coating that seals out corrosion, heals
itself if it is scratched, and looks better the longer
it weathers.
The architects chose CoR-TEN steel to blend with
the surroundings. Nature provides the rich, earthy
color and the texture. Exterior wall panels and fascia
are formed 18-gage CoR-TEN steel sheets. The trusslike load bearing exterior wall system is made of
welded CoR-TEN steel rectangular structural tubing.

Bare USS CoR-TEN Steel is a natural for appearance, minimum maintenance, and for structural use.
With a minimum yield point 40 % stronger than structural carbon steel in most sections, it permits lighter
members with no sacrifice of strength. USS CoR-TEN
Steel is available in a full range of structural shapes,
plates, bars and sheets. For full details on the use of
bare CoR-TEN steel in architectural construction,
contact a USS Construction Marketing Representative through the nearest USS Sales Office. Or write
U. S. Steel, Room 4758, 525 William Penn Place,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. USS and CoR-TEN are registered trademarks.

@E2,~:J"en
Low-Alloy Steel
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BEST AT BINGHAMTON

A tightly integrated scheme that
gi n~s the pedestrian preeminence
above the streets has won first
prize in a one-stage design competition for the Broome County Cultural Center in Binghamton, N.Y.
(below). It is the work of three
members of the architecture faculty at Berkeley: Barry Elbasani,
Donn Logan, and Michael Severin.
Their entry places the two
major elements of the programan auditorium (A) and a theater

for the performing arts (T)-at
opposite ends of the site and links
them with an elevated pedestrian
network that spans a dividing
street, !ms a terrnce m·erlooking
the Chenango Ri\·er, ties in with a
medical-office building (M), and
sends off several shoots to join
with the surrounding downtown
area. "An absolute clarity of directions and emphasis of space," declared the jury's report.
The jury complained that most

of the 60 entries "tended to a
unified whole often at the expense
of an adequate human en\·ironment." But it noted that the top
four designs avoided that trnp.
Second ·award (top right) went to
Kallman & McKinnell of the Boston City Hall team (sC'e page 44);
third (center) to \Yells. Koetter &
Sherwood of Ithaca. ::\.Y.; and
fourth (bottom) to Abraham W.
Geller and Raymond J. Abraham
of New York City.

./

...

(continued on page 90)
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General Motors Corp. - Westwood, Massachusetts· Architect- Argonaut Realty Division

Montgomery Ward & Co. - Fremont, California· Architect- Robert B. Liles, Inc .

. . . buildings by
Since 1894, the name Aberthaw
has been identified with q uality
construction, on-time performance
and on-target costs.
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ABERTHAW CONSTRUCTION CO.
60 State Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109 / (617) 482-8830
South San Francisco, California I Philadelphia, Pennsylvan ia
Washington, D.C.
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RESERVOIR TOWN
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Take one reservoir, drain it, and
you have an ideal site for a "new
town in town"-free of clearance
and relocation problems. That's
the idea behind East Park, a middle-income (221d3) community for
20,000 people which the Philadelphia Gas Works proposes to build
on the site of the reservoir in
Fairmount Park.
East Park's planners and architects, Stonorov & Haws, have let
the re ervoir's form serve as the

framework for the new community: the high ground of the
site-the dikes that traverse the
reservoir and the banks around its
rim-will support the residential
spine, with units strung along the
major street system (plan below).
Around the perimeter, singlefamily townhouses (1) are placed
parallel to the streets and are
bridged by elevated apartment
blocks (2). Along the center axis,
the townhouses are clustered

around parking cul-de-sac and
spanned by elevated blocks of
apartments for the elderly (3
and photo bottom left).
The "lowlands" will be given
over to large detached hou es near
the perimeter (4) and to a variety
of community facilities, including
a junior high and trade school
complex (5, and photo bottom
right), an elementary school (6),
hopping center (7), "sub" city
hall (8), and church square (9).

Three cheers for the elderly...
Elderly patients sometimes have
trouble using bathroom fixtures. As
nurses who have to help them know.
Now Amer ican -Standard offers
three special fixtures-desig ned for
the needs of older people .

Chair-height Cadet* toilet.
Th is elongated-bowl toilet is 18"
high, which is about 4" higher
than usual toilets. A boon to patients
who have trouble raising their
bodies. Perm its direct wheelcha ir
transfer with minimum risk . Extralong bowl design puts more area
under water for increased sanitation , allows for a larger, more com• TRADEMARK AR& SS CORP. tPATENT PENDING

fortable seat . Quiet siphon-jet
flushing action; available in six
decorator colors plus white.

Wheelchair lavatory.
The chair with seated patient rolls
right under this big 20" by 27" lavatory of easily sanitized vitreous
china. Water on the side and front
edges drains back into the concaveshaped bowl . Flat back ledge is
punched for 12" centers (for wrist
handles) and 4" centers for PushPu 11 * single-control fitting .

Perinea! Batht.
Bathes the patient in clean , running

water of predetermined temperature . Has the back, arms and con toured seat of a chair-the patient
sits comfortably and securely without need for constant supervision .
Easily sanitized vitreous china . Obsoletes the old-fashioned sitz bath
with its awkward crouching and
rapidly cooling pool of soiled water.
Look to American-Standard for
products that make life a lot more
cheerful for both patient and staff.
See your American-Standard representative for more information , or
write American-Standard , 40 West
40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018.

~AMERICAN
~STANDARD
PLUMBING & HEATING DIVISION
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ron*

Be it a hall, a lobby or a busy office you can't beat
carpets made with pile of "Antron", the soil-hiding nylon.
In similar carpet constructions, "Antron" nylon is
the carpet fiber that keeps its new look longer than any
other fiber.
"Antron" has been structured for precise control of
reflected, absorbed and transmitted light. This control
of light dramatically reduces the appearance of soil on
the carpet.
What does all this mean to you? Carpets that keep
the total appearance of any interior at its highest.
And, because "Antron" is the unique soil-hiding
fiber, it means lower maintenance costs and less frequent
commercial cleaning. In short, "Antron" delivers a longterm investment saving. An important fact to the costconscious client.
"Antron" sounds like a lot. And it is. Recently, over
57,000 square yards of carpeting of "Antron" was
specified for one building. Reportedly one of the largest
fully carpeted office buildings in the country. "Antron"
was chosen on the basis of soil hiding, appearance retention and wear tests.
Impressed? You should be. Specify FIRTH's
Haddonfield on your next job. We're sure you'll be convinced "Antron" is the optimal carpet fiber for high
traffic areas.
If you'd like to learn more about "Antron" and
Du Pont's other fibers for contract carpeting, a fact-filled
brochure is yours for the asking. Address request to :
Contract Specialist
Carpet Marketing Group
E. I. Du PONT D E N E MOURS & Co. (INC.)
308 East Lancaster Avenue
Wynnewood, Pennsylvania 19096
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. for Du Pont nylon fiber. Du Pont makes fibers, not carpets.

<QD!OID>
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Better things for better living
...through chemistry

Texlure is the thing
About Teclun\Wall Panels .•.
1ml nol lhe onJs thing.
Beautiful. Yes. But also the answer to large-area sound
control. (Especially in industrial and crowd-filled
commercial buildings. Sound-reduction coefficients
up to .80.) Big panels keep your interiors "clean" in design ...
clean during application. Sizes up to 4' x16' -yes, 16'.
Lightweight. Rugged. Easy to install. Noncombustible.
An insulator with a "k" value of .55. Tectum®Wall
Panels, with or without asphalt-impregnated
felt membrane backing, are immediately available in
widths and lengths to fit your design. For details, call you r
Gold Bond®man or write us. National Gypsum Company,
Dept. T-127, Buffalo, New York 14225.

Mu n icipal A uditorium
and C ivic Center , Monroe , La .
Arc h itect :
Johns & Neel , Monroe , La .
General Contractor :
Jesse F. Heard & Sons , Monroe , La .
Tectum Contractor :
Cooper & Weir Inc., New Orleans

BOOKS
(co11 t inued from page 73)

" architectural" features. He inel urlrs tlw pedestrian walks
:rnross t!1e Whitestone Bridge
(sacrin ccd for add ed lanes of
car s ) an d the central pedestrim1 mall that gave Park Avenue its name (hardly mentioned
by other who lament the pass-

i ng of the stufi'y buildings that
on<· e lin ed it ).
S ih'er's exdusive concentration on the lost New York pre~e nt s a distorted picture for
those who do not kn ow the city
Wl'l! (a nrl many Nrw Yorkers
don't). The~' may not r ea li ze
1ha t a number of the losses illustrated an' matchl'd by eq ually
vn lnable sm·vi'l:als : Th l' "Colleg ia te Gothic" buildings on Columbia Univer sity's midlo1Yn
c-a111pus (1880' , by C ha rlrs C.
l fni ght) were hort-lived, bu t a
simil ar g roup still stands at the
General Theological Seminary
(same architect,
style, and
peri od ) . Thr " Moori s h" Temple
Em a nuel (J866-68, by Leopold
Eidlitz and Hrnry Frrnbach)
has di sappeared, but thr Central
Sy nagogue ( sirn ilarl y "l\foorish, ..
1872, hy F crnbach) sur vives. A .
J . Davis's country vi llas in Ma nhattan wer o bound to disappear,
but sup erb onrs still stand in
Brooklyn and Tarry town.
Rome of the " losses" shown
a re hard ly worth mourning : the
hulking post office that once
us urp ed half of City Hall Park,
the monstrous extel'ior of the
orig in al Waldorf-Astoria, and '.t
number of vulgar mansions.
1\ cw York's most serious, un redrrmrd lo ses have hecn in the
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a1·ea of privately owned gathering p laces. The lively beer gardens,
exposition halls,
and
amusement parks of the 19th
tcntury ltave all fa llen victim to
ehang ing living hab its ( helped
along by fires an d fire codes ).
The best desig ned th eater s src'.n
to have ended in bankruptcy,
anrl 1"11 e 1·ast 1110,·iL• palares arc
str a dil y bring destroy ed (so me
exubel'an t ones rln r r main, if
on ly for the mon1rn t).
One gr eat st ru ct urr that Silver
ineludrs among the lossrs ha s
hrrn save<l sin<"c thr trx1- wa s
eom pll'trrl (a lm ost two years
ago, jud g·in g from t·ltis <li scrrpane~' ). 'rhat· is Philip John so n' s
:\C'w York 81-atr P av ilion for the
fa ir of J0G-l--65. S il vrr is one of
t!tr fc.w \\Titers who !ms gi'"<'n
it: the praise it rl eservrs.
Thr book ends with n <·ollrrtion of JS " lanrlm arks in rlangrr." Of t hrse, fo ur ha.1·e a lrenrl.v
hrrn dC'molished (1h r l\fetropolita n Opcrn, the ZiPgfeld Th ea trr,
thr S inger 'l'owrr , and the Astor
Tlotrl). Only onr, the Ja ckson
Sq ua rr Library, is n. sured of
prrsrrvation (as a private r esidence). Thr fa1r of the r est is
nn rrrtai n.
Some of them ar c not thrratencd with total ckstrurtion, but
with mummin cation (Elli s I sland)
01· abuse (l\Iadiso n Rqmnr Park
a p ere nni al target of public
garage promotrr. ) . Somr others,
th e ca:1·-iron buildings, h avr no
long-range usefulness. It i. their
prefabri r atcrl facndes that nrr
va luab ll', and ways shoul'l he
sought to use thrm in new co nstruction
m situations H1at
would show th eir effectiven ess as
street ar hitecturr .
Of the buildings in rlanger,
on ly the U.S. Customs ITouse
srrms indi spensi hl r to the city
fo rm , because of it pivotal
position between two parks, at
th e point \\·her e the city was
fo undl'd . If thr Govrrnment
abandons the building, it wi ll hr
cssrnti al to nnrl i.rw usrs for its
monum r ntal intrrior.
Hoprfull y, Si lver's book wi ll
inspire workable proposals for
maintaining a nd usin[/ N ew
York's la ndm arks. Othenvi se,
the city will have nothing left
rventua ll y hut a few preserved
fn<'nrles.-.J.M.D.

II, , ,
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RICHARD NEUTRA 1961-66 BUILDING
AND PROJECTS. Edited by W. Boesiger. Published by Frederick A . Praeger, New York, N.Y. 2 56 pp. 500 photos,
and d raw ings. 9 by 11 in . $20.00.
REVIEWED

BY

ESTHER

McCOY

The first two volumes of the
Boesiger serirs o n th e work of
Ri chard Neutra deal mainly with
re iclenccs a nd small buildings,
while much of the work in this
rnlu mc was rommissio ned or beg un in thr '50s, when Ne utra
wa s in partnership with Rober t
Al exander . Ilcre is Neutra in
f;l1 e lar ge officr, designing ne w
or expandin g <"alllpuscs, a tower,
museums, etc., with .A.lexanclerand small er buildings under his
nam e alone. This was his first
experi ence with a large office
since hi s days as draftsman with
I-Iola bircl a nd R oche, shortly
after his arrival in the U.S. in
1923. Hi s work in that Chicago

office -as well as the indu trial
landscape of A merica in general
--was the source of in piration
for his 1927 book TVie B aut
.Amerika?, in which he cxpres eel
so vividly the possibilit;ie ~ for
t he inclustrnlization of architecture- possibilities which could
best become a rcn lity througl1
the la rge office.
It is a pi1y t hat the re-rxpcricnce of the large office should
have bern so long delayecl for
one who had s uch a rapport with
stand a nli zation-,·iz. hi s 1929
Lovell house witl1 its factorybui lt stee l framr, and t he ind ustrial mnt erin ls he translatl'tl
f ro111 facto r.v to r e idcntial ns<'.
Bu t I he scene had changed hy
19:30. 't' he variou: cfi'orts to turn
the in a<"tivr ni rpl ane plants into
fadorirs to produce stantlardizrd
part:; fol' much nerdcd housing
hacl bern abandoned; thr Gropius-W ac h. manu produ«tion of
stan dardized clements had, likr
lesser schemes, floundered on thr
s hoals of craft unio11i s111 :iml <lis1 rihn tion proltlrms; so inste;1cl
of co nt inuing in the dirrdion envision ed by Yeutra i11 1h<' lat·e
'20s nnd '30s, wr turnc•1l 1o what
wa s vn ri ously
descri lwd n~
hum an ism, nonrrgimrntation and
sensualism.
So here was Neutra in the
large office, facing a corp us of
a rr hitccturr so covered with car
t issue that there was Ii ttle living
flesh which could react to technological experimentation. Ile was
almo t 60 at the time, and thr
technology on which he had
based the Lovell hou e was then
obsolete, as techn ology has a. 11·a~·
of becoming every fi1·e year . Thr
new techno logy, which wa to be
at the service of the space program , bypassed ar chi tecture as
com pletely as had the techno logy
of the '20s and '30 .
F ate used rather shabbi ly one
who had a g reat deal to offer
toward taking architecture out
of the morass of hand ·raftism.
Or did it? X eutra has been one
who experimented before the
means for experimentation were
ready, before t he bocly of r esearch wa assembled. l\fore than
anyone in our clay he has run
ahead of his time into uncharted
te rrain to p r e-test without tools,
(continued on page 101)

Caisson-type foundation for mechanical core goes down
to bedrock. Precast floor units are hoisted into position.

Parallel-0-Bronze®Plate Glass are recommended for
sun heat and glare control. Thermopane®insulating
glass will reduce heating and air-conditioning costs.
A two-wing version of the "tree house" apartment can be
constructed on a 25-foot-frontage lot at a cost, the
architect estimates, of $20 per square foot. Additional
units would reduce this cost. Ideal for urban renewal.
Floor plan and variations of "tree house" buildings
are shown. They were conceived by
Architect Haigh Jamgochian of Richmond, Virginia.
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115,000 sq. ft. office building.

L·O·F makes a particular kind of glass for every purpose
in Open World design. Refer to Sweet's Architectural File
or call your L·O·F Glass Distributor or Dealer listed under
"Glass" in the Yellow Pages. Or write to Libbey·Owens·Ford
Glass Company, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43624.
Architect's original sketch
of the " tree house" .

L·O·F GLASS FOR APARTMENT BUILDINGS
POLISHED PLATE GLASS
INSULATING GLASS- Thermopane ®
SPANDREL GLASS- Vitrolux ®
Parallel - 0-Plate ®, 13/04" , 'f4"
Heavy- Duty Parallel - 0 - Plate , •;, ... to %" Vitreo us colors fu sed to back
of heat-strengthened g lass
Parallel - 0 - Grey ®, 1% 4", %", %", '/2'
HEAT-TEMPERED GLASS- Tut - flex ®
Pa r allel - 0 - Bronze ®, %", %", Y,"
Do ors and si deligh ts
Heat Absorbing Float, %"
WINDOW GLASS
ROUGH PLATE GLASS
PATTERNED & WIRED GLASS

Libbey• Owens• Ford Glass Co.
Toledo, Ohio

BOOKS
ontinuecl from page 96)

ided only by intuition, what
mld eventually be the subject
research projects. He is the
1e intellectual in the sense
at be starts with theory, and
·oduces buildings which very
•nrly demonstrate the theory.
ie owner of the LoYell house
lled it "ns modern as radio,"
t it was a handcrafted buildg which promised the machine.
f the end of World War II
e steel companies were noting
not as Modern Incanabula
tt as a frame of reference for
e pre ent. It was rather late.
1e calendar of the Lovell hou e
ows unrni takably how N eutra
.n before the fact as only the
oneer knows how to run: the
an were on the drawing board
r six months (April, 1928,
rough October) and although
e prefabricated frame was
>isted into place in 36 hours
e building time stretched over
months (building permit
ovember 28, 1928, completion
1tice October 23, 1929). Which
!mon trates clearly that he preded the tool, and in time the
ol followed.
By the time it followed he had
me to studs and plaster and
td spawned a new generation
' steel men with talent to spare
it none of the urgency of the
.oneer: the unwavering self•nfidence (who is to believe in
e pioneer in his early years if
' himself wavers for a moentT), an ability to sow with
tly one wind, and an insen ivity to the passage of time, the
feet of which is to keep the
toneer eternally young. His
splay of creative energy in the
te '20s and the '30s was treendous. Each of his machined
mses was a concise study of
ructure, and living adjusted
3elf to the idealism of strucire. As the substance of his
Jor plan increased, the experi.entation with structure less1ed.
And then came his second
ision: the application of the
ndings of the biological sciences
lRUM-DEC-1967

to architectural design. Again
lie was in advance of his time.
He sensed a new direction. o
body of evidence was present by
which he could verify the conclusions he had reached by observation and intuition. Only time
will supply the tool : computer
ystems.
Two visions are two more than
are permitted the average architect. Neutra's two lifts him in
importance beyond any building,;
he may create. If no building in
thi prn ent volume represents
hi second vision as the Lovell
and Beard houses embodied hi
first-his vision of technologyit may be that the tool for reading them is still lacking.
In the meantime, I note--always with pleasure--his economy
of mean , the puritanical caution with which he admits the
new, and the wide use of it once
he ha (louver , for instance,
which he usually describes as
"golden anodized"), and the
continued rationale for the new,
even after it has bC'rome a part
of his vocabulary. It is the confession of the Internationalist
who had never in middle life
thrown himself into a headlong
and passionate Ronchamps.
There is hardly a building in
Lhi book that does not carry
him back in some way to the
idealism of his youth : the large
house in Caracas relates to the
1936 Brown house; the two housing projects for Germany come
out of his cube houses of the
'30 . (Neutra, as usual, gives no
dates for buildings, which sends
his biographers back to his drawin"'s and the building departments.)
If the big office came too late,
it did come, and this is still Neutra. "There is a test for these
things," wrote Robert Furneaux
Jordan in Victorian Architecture
when defining (or failing to define) High Victorian. "Set the
minor arts of the time against
any building. It is an infallible
test." And against Neutra's
work in this present volume is
McLuhan's iron-coated love-in,
The Lonely Crowd, the Angry
Arts, rund even a little of the obligatory Tiffany lamp. Ther e is
also the cap haircut and cloche
of This Side of Paradise.

most compact
drink in town
Compare it! Haws wall-mounted HWTA is
the neatest, most compact cooler on
the market. You choose from Mist
Gray baked enamel finish, or tan or
gray vinyl cover panels. Perfect
on any wall-any place. Write
today for the colorful Haws Water
Cooler Catalog.
Haws Drinking Faucet Company,
1441 Fourth Street, Berkeley,
California 94710,

WATER COOLERS
drinking fountains and faucets,
eme rge ncy eye/face-wash
fountains and drench showers,
dental fountain /cusp idors
and lab faucets
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Mail correspondence to: Circulation Manager, The Architectural FORUM, 111 W. 57th
Street, New York, N. Y. 10019

Give your client
a sense of arrival,
on a sensible budget.
Design a detailed entry that tells your client
the building is his alone . And do it with these
standards: Republic Frame-A-Lite Stick System, Full Flush Doors and Universal Door
Frames.
With new Frame-A-Lite Sticks, you frame
an entry approach, borrow light for an interior
hall, illuminate an exit, or create patterns of
lites. Design possibilities are virtually unlim ited.
Our Republ ic Full Flush Door is a standard
cost door you can specify anywhere on the
job w ithout rais ing a client's cost conscious
eyebrow. And you'll appreciate the quality of
our fully welded perimeter channel. It's one
reason Full Flush Doors hang square, and stay
square-won't sag, bind, warp, or split, ever.

For door frames without lites, match a Full
Flush Door to a Universal Frame. In recent
tests, this frame with its specially designed
vertical seam, resisted corner loads up to 450
pounds.
Proof enough , Republic puts extra strength
in standard products so your custom design
won't fail.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
Youngstown , Ohio 44505
{/ (,~

r~
The M an From M anufacturin g•

j

r----------------,
Tell me abou t Republic Door features like its
fully welded comple te perimeter channel, i ts
five -step phospha tized rust - inhibiting process,
baked -on prime coa t, continuous hinge and
lock reinfo rcement, interl ocking corners and
lots of other reasons to make clien ts approv e
my specs.
And send along i nformation about the vertica l seam in Universal Doors, and data on
Republic "s new Frame- A -Lite Stick System .

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State

Zip _ _ _ _ __

L-------- -------~
• A Trademark of Republi c Steel Corporation

A hotel with no hotel rooms

•••

built with concrete

The 765 accommodation units
of the Four Ambassadors range
from studio apartments to luxurious penthouses. There's not a
"hotel room" in the house. Every
guest accommodation is a suite.
And each suite is masterfully
planned to provide the most imaginative use of floor space possible.
The architects selected concrete
to render this new idea in bayfront, downtown living which
will serve both businessmen and
vacationers in Miami. And here,
as in new construction ideas

throughout the U.S., Lehigh
Cements helped make it happen.
Lehigh Portland Cement Company, Allentown, Pa.

The new Biscayne Bay-front complex
consists of four, 19-story residence
towers, an International Promenade
shopping plaza and entertainment center, two yacht piers and two swimming
pools. Below-ground parking for 760
cars provides direct access to both the
Promenade and dwelling areas.
The entire complex is constructed of
concrete. Columns and floors are all
reinforced cast-in-place concrete. Walls
are Portland Cement stucco over concrete masonry. Each residence tower
measures 110' x J I 0' overall. And the
Shopping Plaza is 540' x 45'.
Owner:
Nathan Manjlow, Harry Salter & Robert L.
Turchin (Partners), Miami Beach, Fla.
Engineer:
James 0. Power, So. Miami Beach, Fla.
Architect:
Russell-Melton Associates, Miami, Fla.
General Contractor:
Robert L. Turchin, Inc., Miami Beach, Fla.
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Takes
more abuse
than a poor
relative

Doesn't mind how many people
step on it. Or how often. That's our
Flintpoint. Made of 100% Acrilan®
acrylic pile, it was born to be
abused. And to thrive on it. Its astounding ability to take punishment is hereditary. All the
carpets in the World family have it. Some more
than others. Flintpoint,
the most. That's why we
recommend it for hotels,
motels, banks, schools, libraries, restaurants, theatres and hospitals. Flintpoint never becomes footsore and weary. Doesn't
even mind heavy furniture .And its short, sturdy
nap discourages staining.
Yet Fl i ntpoi nt is so modest
in price that even institutions
readily fit it into their budgets.
It's so quiet, too, that no matter
how shabbily it's treated, it
won't make a sound. P.S. For
more slender budgets and wherever the traffic is lighter, we
recommend Rough 'n Ready,
the junior partner of Flintpoint.
World Carpets, Dalton , Georgia 30720 .

W©RLD CARPETS

Meet VAPORLUME®, our <'anti" luminaire. It's against everything
harrp.ful to lighting fixture life and efficiency. Such as dust, corrosive
fumes, moisture. VAPORLUME is gasketed and sealed so tightly, it
loves being washed! The high-impact, thermoplastic housing and
acrylic enclosure thumb their noses at bumps and thumps. All plastic, VAPORLUME mocks electrical shocks, too. Only 4o/s" deep by 71/2"
wide, it's as anti-space consuming a fixture as you'll ever surface
mount or suspend. Single or dual 4' lamps.
Where there'll be lots of steam or dust, or sanitary conditions ar&
a <'must"... specify VAPORLUME. The fixture that's against everything except safe, quality lighting.

DAY-BRITE LIGHTING
5411 BULWER •ST. LOUIS, MO. 63147
ADIVISION OF EMERSON ELECTRIC CO.

